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CALENDAR, 1920-21
August 16-September 7 Registration.
FIRST SEMESTER
Tuesday, September 7 Formal Registration.
Wednesday, September 8 First Semester begins.
Thursday, November!l5 Thanksgiving.
Wednesday, Decclubel' ~2 Christmas vn.cation begins.
Monday, January:'l Classes resumed.
Monday, Japultry 24 ~fid-year Examinations begin.
SECOND SEMESTER
Tuesday, February 1 Second Semester begins.
Tuesday, February ~2 Washington's Birthday.
Thursday, March 24 Easter vacation begins.
Tuesday, March !l9 Classes resumed.
Thursday, June II Examinations begin.
Monday, Jnne!lO Commencement.
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ST. XAVIER HIGH SCHOOL
is l1udel' the management of
THE TRUSTEES OF ST. XAVIER COLLEGE
REV. JAMES McCABE, 8.J., A.M.
President.
REV. JOSEPH P. DE SMEDT, 8.J., A.M.
Vice-President.
REV. GEORGE R. KISTER, 8.J., A.M.
Chancellor.
REV. CHARLES M. RYAN, 8.J., A.M.
Secretary.
UEV. FREDERICK A. GOSIGEU, 8.J.
Treasurer.
REV. MICHAEL J. ~YAN, S.J.
REV. JAMES L. McGEARX, S.J., A.M.
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OFFICERS
REV. JAMES McCABE, S.J., A.M.
President of St. Xavier College.
REV. CHARLES M. RYAN, S.J., A.M.
Principal.
ALOYSIUS S, HAHN, S.J., A,M.
Assistant Prefect of Discipline.
REV. FREDERICK A. GOSIGER, S.J.
Treasurer.
REV. GREGORY .J. DERSHUG, S.J., A.M.
Liilrarian.
*REV. THOMAS FINN, S.J., A.M.
Chaplain.
RElV. JOSEPH P. FRANCIS, S.J.,
Ch1plain.
*Died March 2, 1920.
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FACULTY
REV. JAMES McCABE, 8.J., A,M.
President of 8t. Xavier College.
REV. CHARLES M. RYAN, S.J., A.M.
Principal of St. Xavier High School.
REV. JAMES L. McGEARY, S.J., A.M.
Physics.
REV. JAMES C. DALY, S.J., A.M.
Religion.
REV. EUGENE J. DALY, S.J., A.M.
Algebra.
REV. GREGORY J. DERSHUG, S.J., A.M.
Classics, English, Religion.
*REV. THOMAS B. FINN, S.J., A.M..
Spanish.
REV. EDWARD L. HART, S.J., A.M.
Latin and Religion.
REV. GEORGE J. LEAHY, S.J., A.M.
Latin and English.
REV. HENRY P. MILET, 8.J., A.M.
Classics and Religion.
REV. CHARI.,ES M. RYAN, 8.J., A.M.
Religion.
REV. EUGENE 1. SHEA, S.J., A.M.
Clnssic&, English, Religion.
"'Died March 2, 1920.
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REV, HENRY S. SPALDING, S.J., A.M.
Latin and Religion.
WILLIAM T. BURNS, A.B.
Mathematics, Latin.
WIIJLIAM A. CONNELL, S.J., A.M.
Classics, English.
GERARD B. DONNELLY, S.J., A.M.
Classics, Mathematics. Religion.
ROBERT W. FREISE, S.J., A.M.
Chemistry.
EDWIN J. GAFFNEY, S.J., A.M.
Classics and Religion.
JOSEPH GOODENOUGH, A.B.
Civics.
GORDON J. GUTTING, A.B.
Classics and Mathematics.
ALOYSIUS S. HAHN, S.J., A.M.
Classics and Ueligion. .
EDWARD F. MAI-lER, S.J., A.M.
Biology and Blocution.
JAMES E. O'CONNELL, A.B., LL.D.
Classics.
DR. FRANCISCO PENA, M.D.
Spanish.
IJA WUENCE A. POETKER, A.B.
Physiology, Civics, History.
JOSEPH WELPLY, A.B.
Classics.
CHARLES E. MURRAY, A.B .• M.D.
Attending Physician.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH
~~$~~~M,~>SIHE history of St. Xavier College begins
on October 17, 18S1, when the Right
'rc< "" '"' Reverend Edward D. Fenwick, D.D.,
\..I f:1 the first Bishop of Cincimmti, opened
J't. what, after the fashion of the times,
f'; ~ ~ was called "a literary Institute" for
the higher instruction of youth. This
was a daring undertaking for the times, since the census
of 1830 gave Cincinnati a population of less than 25,000,
and of that number Catholics were a small and not very
influential minority.
The new institution bore the classic name, "The
Athenaeum," and in the prospectus issued we are told
that the "College course will embrace the Greek and Latin
authors -both historians and poets -which are usually
read; the Hebrew, Spanish, French and English languages;
the various branches of the Mathematics; Reading,
Writing, Geography and the use of the Globes." The
carlJ1ing out of this fairly ambitious program was entrusted
to the diocesan clergy from 1831 to the summer of 1840.
Their efforts met with considerable success, but the grow-
ing needs of the diocese in other directions made it diffi-
cult to stafi the College with members of the diocesan
clergy, and the Right Reverend John B. Purcell, the
successor or Dr. Fenwick, saw that the stability and
progress of the institution would be better provided for
by entrusting it to the care of a religious order.
Accordingly he applied to the Provincial of the Society
of Jesus in St. I..ouis and on receiving a favorable reply
turned over to the Jesuits "forever, on condition that
they should be held ever sacred for church and school,
the College, Seminary and Church, with the real estate
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on which these buildings, which I now OCCUP;}", are located
-that you may have there a college and a parish church
to be served by your Society, in perpetuity."
The Jesuits took over the institution on October 1,
1840. The name was then changed to St. Xavier Col-
lege, though the building continued to be called "The
Athenaeum" until it was removed fifty years later to
make room for a new structure. The Reverend J"ohn
Anthony Elet, S.•T., was the first president or the re-
organized College. A charter of a temporary kind was
granted to the College in 184!t by the General Assembly
of Ohio, and a perpetual charter in 1869.
Under the presidency of Father Riet and his immediate
successors St. Xavier College made rapid progress. It
was originally conducted as a boarding school and had a
very considerable patronage in the States of the West
and South. But the very limited campus space in a
growing city soon made it impossible to continue this
feature of the College. The dormitories were therefore
abolished after the summer of 1854 and since that time
St. Xavier has appealed more to its own immediate
vicinity for patronage.
The years 1853 to 1865 were years of hard struggle for
St. Xavier. Many causes contributed to this effect,
not the least of which were the cholera epidemic, the
Know-Nothing mov.ement and the Civil War. But better
times came for the College when the war was ended.
Property had been secured in 1868 on the corner of
Seventh and Sycamore streets, and on this site in 1867
was erected the Faculty building, called the Hill Building
after the Reverend Walter Hill, the President of the Col-
lege at the time. This additional accommodation served
the needs of the institution for the next twenty years,
but again the need of expansion was felt and in 1885 the
Moeller Building on Seventh street to the rear of the Hill
Building was erected by the Reverend Hemy Moeller,
President of the College from 1884 to 1887.
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St. Xavier College celebrated its golden jubilee in
1890, counting the fifty years from 1840, the year in which
the Jesuits assumed control. The following year the
class-room building facing on Sycamore street was built
as well as the College Chapel and Memorial Hall. At
the same time the old Athenaeum was torn down after
having served for college purposes for siJ..'ty years.
Under the presidency of the Reverend Alexander J.
Burrowes extension lectures were begun in 1894, and in
the fall of 1896 a limited number of graduate courses were
inaugurated. These lectures and graduate courses were
carried on successfully for some years and extelided the
influence of the College in the community. But the more
pressing needs of other departments and the limited means
at the disposal of the Faculty made it seem advisable to
discontinue such work until greater resources can be
commanded.
During tile greater part of its history, therefore,
St. Xavier College has confined its efforts to maintaining
a standard college, with the high school classes prepara-
tory to it. In this way it could, it seemed, with the re-
sources at its command, be best able to answer the needs
of those who look to it for guidance.
In the Fall of 1911 a Department of Commerce and
Economics of college grade was added to the work offered
b;y St. Xavier. At the same time a course in Journalism
was likewise beglln. At the Fall session of 1918 a course
in Sociology was added to this Department. The classes
in these subjects are conducted in the evening. The
course in Journalism was, however, discontinued in
1916. Summer courses in a limited number of subjects
have been carried on since the summer of 1914. These
classes are attended by members of the teaching Sister-
hoods of the vicinity for whom they were originally de-
signed. In the Fall of 1918 Extension courses for the
same class of students were established. These courses
are conducted on Saturday mornings and are for the most
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part of college grade. On October 1, 1918, a unit of the
Students' Army Training Corps was established with
212 students inducted into the service. The academic
instruction in the College was adapted to the needs of
the S. A. T. C. until the disbanding of the unit on Decem-
ber 2~d. In the year 1919, at the suggestion and on the
advice of prominent Almlli1i, mostly of the legal profession,
it was determined to add a Department of Law to begin .
with the Fall semester of 1919.
"While the situation such as the College occupies in the
vel'y heart of the city has many advantages in the matter
or accessibility, it has also the disadvantage or preventing
the ready expansion of accommodations Tor buildings
and campus. The Faculty has long been aware of this
drawback in the location and as early as 1847 an attempt_
was made to find more room by locating the Preparatory
Department in the so-called Purcell Mansion on Walnut
Hills. Here the work of these classes was conducted for
two years under the direction of the Reverend George
A. Carrell, later President of St. Xavier and eventually
first Bishop of Covington. But this undertaking was
premature; and for the means of communication in those
days the situation was too remote. The Preparatory
Department was therefore brought back to the city again
after two years. Nothing further was done in the matter
until the ;year 1906 when the Reverend Albert A. Dierckes,
S.J., the president at the time, purchased property at
the intersection of Gilbert and Lincoln Avenues on Walnut
Hills. This property with the building standing on it
was used for purposes of a Branch High School until the
beginning of 191~. It was realized, however, that a
better site would have to be chosen to give room for the
expansion which St. Xavier had the right to look forward
to, and the Branch High School was moved to the building
and grounds of tIle old Avondale Athletic Club which
had been purchased the previous summer.
This property, on which the New St. Xavier College
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is located, is situated at the intersection of Dana Avenue
and Winding Way in Avondale. It is within easy reach
of several car lines, and, with the opening of the new
rapid transit system, will become more readily accessible
to all points of the city and surrounding territory. There
is ample space for the various College buildings on the
,higher parts of the grounds. The first of these buildings
is now under construction and will be ready for the
college students at the opening of the Fall Session of 19!tO.
There is a very extensive campus with base ball and foot-
ball fields and tennis courts situated in the lower grounds.
To the north and south, through the generosity of the
Bragg estate, from which the College purchased the
property, the city has acquired great stretches of land for
park purposes. The Park Board is proceeding with its
happily conceived idea of constructing wide boulevards
to connect the different city parks. Par many miles
there will be a double boulevard, one branch skirting the
base of the hill immediately east of the campus, and the
other running along the western edge of the College
propert;y. The New St. Xavier College is thus situated
in a picturesque spot, surrounded by parkways, yet in a
location which was chosen chiefly because it was at the
time the very center of Cincinnati and its suburbs.
The opening of the Fall Session of St. Xavier College
in 1919, marked an epoch in the history of the institution.
The High School classes were all concentrated at the
Old St. Xavier, on Seventh and Sycamore streets.
There, too, the evening courses continued to hold their
sessions and there the new St. Xavier Law School,
which began its career in October, 1919, 1'3 located.
The College, properly so-called, is separated entirely from
the High School. In the immediate future there will be
erected on the College grounds at Avondale, dormi-
tories which will meet the needs of such College students
as may come from distant places to enroll in St. Xavier
College.
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SYSTEM OF EDUCATION
'l\;::=:;~.~~:tfHE educational system in use at St.
Xavier College (substantially the same
employed in two htmdred and twenty-
seven educational institutions conducted
by the Society of Jesus in nearly all
parts of the world) is guided by the
principles set forth in the Ra,tio Studi-
O1'1./,m, a body of rules and suggestions outlined by the
Illost prominent Jesuit educators in 1599, revised in .
1832, and attended up to the present day with unfailing
success. *
Truly psychological in its methods, and based upon
the very nature of man's mental processes, it secures on
the one hand that stability so essential to educational
thoroughness, while on the other it is elastic and makes
liberal allowance for the widely varying circumstances
of time and place. 'While retaining, as rar as possible,
all that is unquestionably valuabie in the older learning,
it adopts and inC0l1)Orates the best results or moder.n
progress. It is 11 noteworthy fact, however, that many
of the recently devised methods of teaching, such as the
Natural, the Inductive and similar methods, are admit-
tedly and in realit;r mere revivals or devices recommended
long ago in the Ratio Siudio1'um.
As understood by the Jesuit'3, education in its complete
sense, is thefull and harmonious development or all those
faculties that are distinctive of man. It is more than
mere instruction or the communication of knowledge.
The acquirement of knowledge, though it necessarily per-
tains to any recog11ized syst:em of education, is only a
*Those who are desirous of further information on this subject are referred to
"Jesuit Education," by Robert Swickerath, S.J., [Herder, St. Louis, 1903] and to
the numerous documents therein cited. .
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secondar;r result of education itself. Learning is an in-
strument of education, which has ror its end culture,
and mental and moral development.
Consonant with this view or the purpose of education,
it is clear that only such means, such as Science, Language
and the rest, be chosen both in kind and amount, as will
effectively further the pLU'Pose of. education itself. A
student can not be forced, within the short period of his
school course and with his immature faculties, to study a
multiplicity of the languages and sciences into which the
vast world of knowledge has been scientifically divided.
It is evident, therefore, that the purpose of the mental
training given is not proximately to fit the student for
some special employment or profession, but to give him
such a general, vigorous and rounded development as
will enable him to cope successfullJ' even with the unfore-
seen emergencies of life. vVhile affording mental stability,
it tends to rcmoye the insularity of thought and want of
mental elasticity which is one of the most hopeless and
disheartening results of specialization on the part of stu-
dents who have not. brought to their studies the uniform
mental training given by a systematic high school course.
The st.udies, therefore, are so graded and classified as to be
adapted to the mental growth or the student and to the
scientific unfolding of knowledge. The~r are so chosen
and communicated that the student will gradually and
harmoniously reach, as nearly as may be, that measure
of culture of which he is capable.
It is fundamental in the Jesuit System that different
studies have distinct educational values. Mathematics,
the Natmal Sciences, Language and History are com-
plementary instruments of education to which the doctrine
of equivalents can not be applied. The specific training
given by one can not be supplied by another. The best
educators of the present day are beginning to realize nlore
fully than ever before that prescribed curricula, embracing
well-chosen and co-ordinated studies, afford the student
a more efficient means of mental cultivation and develop-
ment. This, however, does not prohibit the offering of
more than one of such systematic courses, as for instance,
the Classical and the Scientific, in view of the future
career of the individual. While recognizing the import-
ance of :Mathematics and the Natural Sciences, which
unfold the inter-dependence and laws of the world of time
and space, the Jesuit System of education has unwaver-
ingly kept Language in a position of honor, as an instru-
ment of culture. Mathematics and the Natural Sciences
bring the student into contact with the material aspects of
nature, and exercise the deductive and inductive powers
of reason. Language and History effect a higher union.
They are manifestations of spirit to spirit, and by their
study and for their requirement the whole mind of man is
brought into widest and subtlest play. The acquisition
of Language especially calls for delicacy of judgment and
fineness of perception, and for a constant, keen and quick
UBe of the reasoning powers.
Much stl'ess is also laid on Mental and Moral Philoso-
phy, as well for the influence such study has in mental
development, as for its power in steadying the judgment
of the student in his outlook on the world and on life.
Rational Philosophy, as a means OJ developing;young
manhood, is an instrument of strength and effectiveness.
But to obtain these results, Philosoph;}T must he such
in reality as well as in name. It must not content itself
with vague groping after light, with teaching merely the
history of philm,ophy; detailing the vagaries of the
human mind without venturing to condemn them;
reviewing the contradictory systems which have held
sway fOl' a time without any expression of opinion as to
the fatal defects which caused them to be discarded.
It must do more than this. It must present a logical,
unified, complete system of mind-culture in accord with
the established laws of human thought; it must take its
stand on some definite propositions expressive of truth;
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it must rise to the dignit.y of ,a SClenet'. With such a
definite system to defend against attack, the mind be-
comes more acute and plastic, the logical powers are
strengthened, the value or a proof is properly estimated,
the vulnerable points of error are readily detected, and
truth comes forth triumphant from every 'conflict of
mind with mind.
Finally, the Jesuit System does not share the delusion
of those who seem to imagine that: education, under-
stood as an cmiching and stimulating of the intellectual
faculties, has of itself a morally, elevating influence in
human life. lVhile conceding the effects of education
in energizing and refining the student's imagination, taste,
understanding and powers of observation, it has always
held that knowledge and intellectual development, of
themselves, have no moral efficac~'. Religion alone can
purify the heart and guide and strengthen the will. This
being the case, the Jesuit System aims at developing side
by side the moral and intellectual faculties of the student,
and sending forth into the world men of sound judgment,
of acute and rounded intellect, of upright and manly con-
science. It maintains, that to be effective, morality is to
be taught continuously; it must be the underlying base,
the vital IOl'c.e supporting and animating the whole organic.
structure of education. It must be the atmosphere that
the student breathes; it must suffuse with its light all
that he reads, illuminating what is noble and exposing
what is base, giving to the true and false their relative light
and shade. In a word the purpose of Jesuit teaching is
to lay a solid substructure in the whole mind and c.har-
acter for any superstructure of science, professional and
special, as well as for the upbuilding of moral life, civil
and religious.
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MORAL AND RELIGIOUS TRAINING
In its moral and religious training the High School
aims at building the conscience of its students for the
right fulfillment of their civil, social and religious duties.
There is insistence on the cultivation of the Christian
.virtues which operate for this fulfilbnent; and, as the only
solid basis of virtue and morality, thorough instruction
in the principles of religion fonns an essential part of the
system. Students of any denomination i:n'e admitted to
the courses, but all are required to show a respectful
demeanor during the ordinary exercises of public prayer.
The Catholic students are required to attend the classes in
Christian Doctl·ine, to be present at the Chapel exercises,
to make an annual retreat, and to approach the Sacra-
ments at least once a month. '
EQUIPMENT
The High Scheol affords its students every facility for
mental, moral and physical development. Its class-rooms
and lecture halls are spaciolis, bright and well ventilated.
It has a large g;ynmasimn with locker rooms and shower
baths adjoinillg;an auditorium, known as "lVIemorial
Hall" for student theatricals and literary and musical
entertainments; and a chapel of marked architectural
beauty, capable of seating six hundred and fifty students.
In the Department of Science the lecture rooms are
fitted out with the latest improved devices, and the
laboratories are generously provided with suitable appara-
tus and material for experimental work in Chemistry,
Physics and Biology.
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LIBRARY
The Students' Library possesses a choice collection of
books, numbering about six thousand, and affords the
student ample means, both for the preparation of lessons
and themes, and for reference reading in connection with
his studies. The librarian and assistants are in attendance
every day during the noon recess and after dismissal in the
afternoon. The students have direct access to all the
shelves.
GYMNASIUM
The Gymnasium, known as Memorial Hall, is situated
at the extreme southern end of the College buildings.
The main floor measures 90x52 feet. There are hot and
cold shower baths conveniently placed, two handball and
basketba]] courts and such equipment as is usually found
in modern gymnasiums. A stage is built at one end of
the main hall equipped with the latest theatrical appli-
ances and lighted by electricity. It is furnished so as to
make a most attractive auditorium. This hall is used for
dramatic events, public debates and entertainments, and
all general assemblies of the students.
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ADMISSION
TESTIMONIALS. St. Xavier High School is for day
scholal's only. Each applicant must present a testimonial
of good character from the head of the institution last at-
tended or, in case of a long intermission of stud~' previous
to his entering St. Xavier, a testimonial from the pastor
of his church. No application for admission will be ac-
cepted definitely until satisfactory letters have been
received.
No student will be admitted who does not reside with
his parents or immediate relatives, or if this be impossible,
with persons duly approved by the authorities of the
School.
ENTRANCE. Candidates for admission to the first year
of the School must present evidence that they have the
required preparation. Applicants are admitted on pre-
sentation of certificates that they completed a standard'
elementary school course. Applicants who are unable
to present such certificates, or the equivalent, must pass
satisfactory examinations in the following subjects:
English. Grammar: Parts of speech; cases; tenses;
voice, active and passive; classification of sentences;
parsing; analysis of complex sentences. Composi-
tion: A short letter or narrative to test the candi-
date's ability to write grammatical English.
Arithmetic. Fractions, common and decimal; de-
nominate numbers, measurement,,; percentage, in-
cluding commission, stocks and bonds, simple and
compound interest, discount; ratio and proportion;
square and cube root.
History. Principal epochs and events of the history
of the United States; some knowledge of the ehief
actors in these events; causes and results OJ great
movements and wars.
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Geography. Division of the world into continents;
political division of the continents; forIll of govern-
ment of each country, its chief cities, its great rivers
and products, etc.
ADVANcED STANDING. Candidates fo!' advanced
standing will be accepted !rom approved high schools
and academies. Applicants must fumish a certificate of
work for which credit is sought, signed by the principal
or head of the school in which the studies have been
pursued. Blanks for this purpose may be had on applica-
tion. No applicant will be accepted until a satisfactory
statement of ,york done in the last school attended and
an honorable dismissal therefrom have been received.
Particular attention is called to the fact that, in
Mathematics I and II and the languages, the course of
study pursued by each class begins at the opening of the
school year in September. Those desiring to enter such
classes at any later time in the year must, therefore, be
prepared to the point then reached by each class.
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
ACADEMIC SESSION
'llIE SCHOOL YEAR. The academic year comprises
thirty-eight weeks, extending from the first week in Sep-
tember to the third week in June. It is divided into
semesters, with short recesses at Christmas and Easter.
Saturday is the weekly holiday. Classes are not held
on legal holidays, nor on days observed as holydays of
obligation in the Catholic Church.
THE SCHOOL DAY. The school day begins at 8~5
A.M., with Mass for· Catholic students, and continues
until :3 :10 P.M., with an intermission of one hour from
11 :40 to 12 :40 for luncheon. The recitation periods are
fifty minutes in length. All students are required to be
in attendance from 8:'25 to 11:40 A.M. and from 1~:40
to 3:10 P.M., either in recitation or in the laboratory or
study hall. During this time no student is allowed to
leave the school premises without the express permission
of the principal.
To meet the wishes of many parents and students, a
cozy luncheon room has been fitted up and placed under
reliable management, so that a warm meal may be ob-
tained at the noon recess. Everything served is of the
best and procured fresh every day. The service is a la
carte, and the charges are moderate.
Noon passes will not be issued to students except upon
the written request of parents or guardians.
Telephone calls for students should be limited to the
following hours: 9:50 to 10:00 A.M., 12:00 to 1~:30, and
from 3:00 to 3 :30 P.M. Parents are informed that
except in cases of extreme urgency, students will not be
allowed to leave their school duties to answer calls at the
telephone.
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The School cannot assume responsibility for the prog-
ress expected of the students unless it can have full con-
trol of their time. Hence parents are earnestly requested
to see to it that music lessons, dancing lessons and similar
appointments are not arranged at hours which may con-
flict with class exercises or with necessary detentions
after school hours for unsatisfactory recitations or viola-
tions of discipline. No student is ever detained after
4:00 P.M.
CLASSIFICATION AND PROMOTION
CLASSIFICATION. The classification of students de-
pends upon the completion of a specified number of units.
A unit is a series of recitations 01' exercises in a given
suhject pmsued continuously throughout tIlt' school year.
The IllUlIlw!' of dass ~'xel'cises required in a week for each
unit shall, in general, }w fiv(', FoUl' units are required
for unconditional admission to the Second Year; eight
units fol' unconditional admission to the Third Year;
and hn'lve units for unconditional admission to the
Fourth Year.
PnoMoTION. Prolnotion from clws:> to class is de-
pendent upon the student's passing satisfactorily (with a
grade not bdow 70) in all the prescribed work of the pre-
ceding class. Unsatisfaetory work in one or two sub-
jects may be made up by summer Btudy and examination
in Septembel'; hut a student who has three unsatisfactory
subjects repeats the year, without, however, being con-
pelled to go ov('r a second time any subject in which his
standing has be'en satisf'actoI'y. .
CERTIFICATE OF CREDITS
SLulblLs wishing statements of credits in order to
transfer {'r'om thi.s School to Ilnother or for other purposes,
should Illake ('urly and seasonable application for the
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same. No such statements will be made out during the
busy periods of examination- and registration, September
1st to 15th, January 15th to February 1st, and June 15th
to July 1st.
CLASS WORK
Class work consists of the following elements: (a)
all oral recitations asked during an entire period. Isolated,
simple questions are not used as a basis for the purpose of
estimating class-standing; (b) all written work -exercises,
themes, compositions, translations, constructions, reports
-prepared out of elMS hours; (c) all written tests given
during class periods. A record of this class work is filed
with the Principal once each calendar month.
In the semester examinations, which are to be decisive
in themselves, class work affects the eligibility of a student
to take these examinations, inasmuch as the right to
e~amination in an37 subject shall be refused: (a) to those
who have not been present 85 per cent. of the class-time
during the semester; (b) to those whose class-standing
for the semester is less than 70; (c) to those who have
not handed in 85 per cent. of the home-work assigned.
Examination papers in science will not be marked nor
will credit be given until all deficiencies in laboratory
work have been made up.
EXAMINATIONS
. 'Written examinations are held at the close of each
semester. The l'esults of each examination are an-
nounced in the presen'ce of the Faculty and entire student
body, and testimonials of excellence are awarded to the
leaders.
For promotion and graduation the students are re-
quired to pass the Uniform Examinations prepared each
year by the Central Board of the General Committee of
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the Course of Studies for all the Jesuit high schools and
academies, fourteen in number, of the North and West
Central States (Missouri Province).
The passing mark is 70. A mark between 50 and 69
imposes a "condition" requiring the student to pass a
satisfactory re-examination in that subject. The result
or this supplementary examination is final. All conditions
in a semester examination, unless removed within the
quarter following, automatically become failures. Candi-
dates for diplomas must have removed all conditions by
the second week of the second semester of the Fourth
Year.
A mark below 50 denotes absolute failure, debars the
student from the privilege of re-examination, and de-
prives him utterly of all credit for the work of the entire
semester in that subject. A student who is guilty of dis-
honesty in any examination may be suspended or dis-
missed.
When the marks received br a student in the different
branches are combined into a total or general average,
each is '\Jlieighted" by haying its grade number multiplied
by the number of hours given to it each week. No such
average is officially given or recognized when a student
fails to receive 70 in any branch of his class.
Holders of scholarships who fail to receive an average
of 85 in a semester examination thereb~r forfeit all the
rights and privileges of the scholarship in question.
HONORS AND PRIZES
The honors and prizes awarded at the end of the year
are determined by the combined results of class-work
and examinations mentioned above. A gold medal for
all classes in each grade is awarded each year to those
students who lead their l'espective classes in scholarship,
provided a grade of 90 or above is maintained for the ;rear's
work.
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Those who maintain an average of ~)O lllld upward
merit the distinction of First Honors. An average of
85~89 entitles a student to Second Honors. A student
who fails to receive 70 in any branch in a semester ex-
amination is thereby disqualified to receive any Honors
during that year.
Four gold medals are awarded annually to the winners
of the public contests ill elocution and debating.
HOME STUDY
The schedule of recitations is so arranged that little
time is allowed for study during the morning or afternoon
sessions. This requires that much of tIw students' work
be prepared at home. It is useless to hope for good re-
sults unless they seriously devote themselves in private
to mastering the work assigned them during class hours.
As a general rule not less than two haUl'S should be spent
each day in preparing and reviewing class work. Paren ts
are ea.l'1lestly reminded that neither justice to the students
nor the traditions of the School will permit the Faculty
to retain a student who cannot or will not study with
pl'ofit: As a certain degree of talent and cort'l'sponding
industry are required for success, it follows that any
notable incapacity for higher education or an;y persistent
neglect of study warrants the removal of such students
from the School. The attention of parents is called to
the fact that most failures are due to irregularity in study
and attendance or to excessive att~ntion to distracting
social engagements.
REPORTS
A detailed record of class-standing, attendance and
depOltment is sent to the parents and guardians of the
students after the semester examinations. Speeial re-
POlts are made at other times when it is deemed udviJoiable,
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or upon special request. Parents are earnestly requested
to require and examine all reports and not to omit in-
quiry regarding marks which fall below 70. The Principal
should be notified promptl~r if these reports are not
received in due time. The actual time devoted to home
study should be indicated by the parents, who will return
the report with their signature 'within a week to the
Principal.
ATTENDANCE
Regular and punctual attendance at all Scbool exer-
cises is expected and required. Any failure in this regard
must be excused at tbe office of the Principal and absences
must be satisfactorily explained h;l; letter or by telephone.
Exemption from any of the classes or other exercises of
the School must be obtained by parents or guardians.
In no case will the matter be treated of with the students
themselves.
As the loss of even 8· single recitation may prove
detrimental to the progresB of a student, parents are
urged not to detain or withdraw their sons from classes
except for very grave reasons. All work missed, for what-
ever cause, except that of protracted illness, must be made
up witbin a week after tlle student's return to school
Mere absence does not excuse a student from the
obligation of preparing his ordinary recitations or relieve
him from any part of his examinations.
Tardiness in class attendance is regarded as a partial
absence and will be so treated h.y the instructors in making
up their reports.
Frequent absence or tardiness, except in case of sick-
ness, is sufficient cause for dismissal. Late-comers and
those who leave before the close of the academic year
can not compete for Honors.
As a matter of simple justice and courtesy, due notice
should be given of an intended withdrawal of a student
from the School.
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PHYSICAL TRAINING AND ATHLETICS
All students are required to take the course in phirsical
training throughout the year. Athletics are encouraged
and promoted by the School authorities. The regular
School teams and class leagues give all students abundant
opportIDlity to compete with those of their own relative
ability in football, basketball, baseball and track events.
DISCIPLINE
The registration of a student is deemed a recognition,
on his part and on the part of his parents or guardian of
compliance with all the rules and regulations of the
School.
Refinement of manners, habits of obedience and order,
neatness in person and dress, and punctuality are required
at all times as matters of importance.
No point of vigilance is neglected whereby purity
of mind and heart, frankness of character and congeni-
a]ity may be instilled into the students, together with
that strength of will and uprightness of heart which alone
can fit them, uncleI' religious discipline, lor the proper
discharge and adequate fulfillment of their duties in later
life.
No student who persistently neglects his school work,
or whose influence, apart from open disobedience or insub-
ordination, is considered by the Faculty to be detrimental
to the reputation of the School or obstructive of the good
of other students, will be allowed to remain in the School.
The use of tobacco in an~r form, on or near the School
premises,' is strictly forbidden at all times.
The name of the School is not to be used for any event,
socia] or athletic, nor may anything be published under
the name of the School, unless express permission has
been obtained in every case.
ClassP1'Oms as such, receptions or dances are forbidden.
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ELIGIBILITY RULES
Students taking part in drmnatic penormallC<.-"S, public
debates, oratorical or elocution contests, or athletic
event'!, and tllOse who are appointed assistants on the
staff of the High School journals, bulletins or papers, as
well as all officers of student organizations, are subject
to the following eligibility rules: (1) 'l'hey must have no
condition and no failures; !(2) The~' must have attained a
weighted average of at leHc"t 75 in the previous semester
examination; (3) They Blust not be under censure at the
time of their election or appointment.
EXPENSES
As the institution is not endowed, it is entirelv de-
pendent for its support on the fees paid for tuition.'
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-annually
in advance. The account for tuition dates from the day
of the student's entrance. No deduction is allowed for
absence, save in case of dismissal or protracted illness.
The session is divided into quarters, beginning respectively
about the 1st of September, the 15th of November,the
1st of February and the 15th of April.
No student will be admitted to tlle final examination
for graduation if any bills remain unpaid.
Tuition, per session of ten months, for all classes .. $80 00
Students of Chemistry, Physics and Biology, for the
use of material and apparatus, pay per session, 10 00
Breakage Fee (returnable) .. c : 5 00
Fee for the privilege of examination in any con-
ditioned branch-each subject, payable in
advance 1 00
Conditioned examinations, on days other than
those assigned by the Farult~, . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 00
Former students, applying for It detailed certificate
of scholarship, must pay a Registrar's fee of .. 1 00
Graduation I~'ee .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 00
Stuck'nt Activities 5 00
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SCHOLARSHIPS
The establishment of Scholarships is greatly to be
desired, for in this way many yotmg men of excellent
pronU."Ie are lo'{iven the advantage of a collegiate education
which they could not otherwise obtain. To all who have
at heart the best interests of youth we earnestly com-
mend tbi." opportunity of spreading the lwneficent in-
fluence of Catholic education and of enabling worth~'
young men to equip themselves for the higher spheres of
life and thus to aid effectively both Church and State.
Thf.' trustees of the College off~r a number of scholarships
to promising students who cannot afford to pa~r the
rt'gular tuition. :Kearl~r all the scholarships are assigned
after eompetitive examillations. The holder of a scholar-
ship will be required to maintain a high mark in his class
for proficiency, diligence and good conduct and have the
approval of instructors.
A PERPETUAL SCHOLARSHIP is said to have been
founded or established when the endowment is two
thousand dollars. a sum sufficiently large to yield an
annual interest that will cover the yearly tuition fees.
A COlJRSF; SClIOLARSHIP represents an amount neces-
sarjc' for a full course (High School and College), payable
anTlually, entitling the bolder, upon successful examina-
tion at the end of tile course, to a Baccalaureate Degree.
A:s- ANNUAL SCliOI..ARSHIP is provided by the yearly
dOllution of $80.00. L
The following are the regularly founded scholarships:
PERPETUAL SCHOLARSHIPS
A I<RI~ND. Two ~cholarships, in thanksgiving for
favors rt.'Celvoo, by a frIend of Catholic higher education
wItasp name is withheld for the present by request. '
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THE YOUNG LADIES' SODALITY SCHOLARSHIP, founded
in 1911 by the Young Ladies' Sodality of St. Xavier
Church, in favor of a deserving student of St. Xavier
Parochial School.
THE DENIS F. CASH SCHOLARSHIP, founded in 1918
by this true friend of Catholic higher education.
THE l\'1ARGARmT CONWAY SCHOI,ARSlIIP, founded in
1914 by Miss Margaret Conway.
THE ALPIIONSJ<, S. \VET'fERER SCHOLARSHIP, founded
in 1915 b~r the late Alphonse S. Wetterel', to he applied
to a de::;erving student of St. Augustine's Parish, Cin-
cinnati, O.
THE BEHNARD BR(WKMANN SCHOI,ARSHIP, founded in
1915 by the late Bernard Brockmann, of Cincinnllti.
THE ST. XAVIER YOUNG l\1EN'S SODALITY SCI!OLAH-
SHIP is maintained b;y the income from a fund of $1,500
given to the College by the Young Men's Sodulit,Y of St.
Xavier Church. It is bestowed at the discretion of the
Moderator of the Sodality upon allY worthy stllllent from
St. Xavier Parish giving promise of future usefulness and
stud;ying in the Classical Course. The income from this
scholarship amounts to $80 a year.
TIII~ CORNELIUS SHEA SCIIOLAHSlJIP and the })ETER
DOOLEY SCHOLARSHIP are supported by a fund of $2,000
given to the College "for the cause of' Catholic education."
The income from these amounts is uwardpd annually,
at the discretion of the Pn>sident of' the Col1t.>ge, to two
deserving students in the Classical Course. .
The President and Faculty wish to express their
grateful acknowledgment of the receipt of five hundred
dollars, advane(~d by a friend as a basis fo,. another
Perpetual Scholarship.
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COURSE SCHOLARSHIPS
THE JunGm WILLIAM A. GEOGH1WAN SCHOLARSHIP,
offered by Judge\iVjlliam A. Geoghegan, A.M., '01, for a
deserving student to be chosen by the F'acult~r.
TIlE THoMAS lVI. GEOGHEGAN SCHOLARSHIP, offered
by Thomas M. Geoghegan, A.B., '02, to procure for a
deserving student the lasting benefits of the same train~
ing received by himself.
ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIPS
. One scholarship for the coming year is offered by the
League of the Sacred Heart, one by the Rosary Christ
Child Society of St. Xavier Church, and two by the
Yotmg Ladies' Sodality. Three scholarships are also
offered by Mrs. Matthew Ryan and family, and one by
Mrs. Charles Williams, and Charles J. Hardig.
COMPETITIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
The following scholarships will be offered the coming
year by the Trustees of St. Xavier College. These
scholarships will be awarded by competitive examination:
CONDITIONS OF THE CONTEST
1, One Course Scholarship, four High School scholarships and
five partial scholarships will be awarded.
2. The examinlltions will be held on Friday, May ~7, 1921.
at 9:00 a,I11" in St. Xavier College, Seventh and Sycamore streels,
Cincinnati.
s. Each o.pplicant musl have been a pupil of It parochia
school in the diocese of Cincinnati or Covington or vicinity, during
the whole session of 1919·1920,
4. No scholarship will be awnrded lo any conlCllllllll whuse
average falls below 8ll per cen.t.
5. Ordinarily no school will he n,Warded more than one sd'olnr·
ship. However, should lhenumber of scholttrships to be awarded
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exceed the number of contestants whose average is 85 per cent. or
more, the usual process of ltw/l,l'ding the l'emaining scholarships will
be repeated until all are disposel) of.
6. Any boy of the eighth grade in his school will be eligible to
take the examination, provided he has not spent more than one year
in the l'ighth grade. High school students are not eligible.
7. The pupil who makes the highest average will be c.IititJedto
free tuition in the entire High School and Collegiate courses.
8. The winners of the next four scholarships willbe given fr~e
tuition throughout the four-year High School course.
9. The partial schollLrships entitle the winners t() one yeltl"S
tuition fee.
10. Every precaution is taken to make the test as fafr u.s pos-
sible. On the morning of the examination each candidate l'eceives
a card which is numb~red. On this, he writes his name in full, his
own address and the name find address of the school from whiehhe
comes. He then encloses this card in all envelope and seltls it, writing
the numher of the card only on the outside of the envelope. This
number is the only mark of identification to be written1:>Y him On
any of his examination papers. The envelopes are opened ouly after
the papers have heen ex/tl11ined, and in the presence of the com-
petitors, by one of themselves.
MATTER OF EXAMINATION
1. SpelIing.-A dictated list of twenty words of average diffi-
culty.
~. Al'ithmetk-Thc whole of a.rithmetic; pltrticula.rstresS
being lltid on fractions, cowmon and decimld;percentage, interest,
proportion, square and cube root,and mensuration.
s. English Grammar.-Etymology, rules pfsyn:tax, correction
of false syntax and common errors with reu.sons,parsing. analysis of
sentences;
4. Original Composition.-Includinltthe essentials of punctua-
tion, use of capital letters, s-ylIabication• and f;amilial'ity with the
simpler forms of lettcr-writing.
The suhjects will be given the relative weights indicated as
follows:
1. Spelli ng _ - 10
2. AI·ithmetic ···· - . - 35
S. Grammar 30
4. Composition......................!M
100
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SCHOLARSHIP RESULTS
There were 391 contestants representing 66 Parochial
Schools of the Cincirmati and' Covington Diocesse.."l.
The wirmers of the scholarships were the following:
Edwa~d Beimesche, St. John's School , .. 8 .years
J. Batscha, St. Henrr's School. 4 years
Austin Welch, St. Peter's Cathedral , .4 years
William Sanning, St. Mnry's Cathedral, Covington, 4 years
Lawrence MereI', St. }<'l'ancis de S!lles , , 4 .venrs
Fl'ank Donald, SS. Peter ~nd Paul School, Headin~, 0 1 year
Wilbert Ziegler, St. Stephen's School, Newport, Ky 1 year
Karvel Hogan, Mothel' of God, Covington, Ky 1 year
Gregory Holbrock, St. Stephen's, Hamilton, 0 1 year
Edward Voelker, St. John's School (duplicate).
Aloysius Hucsman, St. John's School (duplicate).
The students holding the various scholarships during
1919-~O are the following :
The Young Ladies' Sodality Scholarship
ll1t (St. Xavier Church) Joseph A. Keller
The Denis Cash Scholarship Francis Jacobs
The Margaret Conway Sch~larship ,Jacob Wiener
The Alphonse F. Wetterer Scholarship. . . . . . . . .. Norbert Nienaber
The Bernard Brockmann Scholarship Oliver J. Brockmann
The Cornelius Shea Scholarship .. " Leonard Von del' Brink
"A F' d" S h I h' j Eugene Perazzo
rlen coal's IpS "'1 William Bauknecht
The Luhn Scholarship , . , John Thompson
The Young Men's Sodality Scholarship
(St. Xnvier Church) , Leslie Md)errnoH
The Christ Child Societ~· Scholarship
(St. Xavier Clllu'ch) .' , ,JllmesE. Nolu.n
The William A. Geoghegan Scholarship Edwin Dlthnan
The Thomas M. Geoghegan Scholarship Victor Feil'lh{'r)'
, 1John Molloy
The Mrs. Matthew Ryan fl?-cl family Scholarships Eugem' J. Loftus
Edward Reardon
The Dr. Thomas P. Hart Scholal'ship '" Joseph Higldoll
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The Elizabeth R. Williams Scholarship ., Gilbert McBeth
The League of the Sacred Heart Scholarship .
(St. Xavier Church) .. , . , John W. Bieil
The Mrs. Wm. B. Polnnrl Scholarship .. , . , ' , John Maher
The M. R. Scholarship , , " William Chenal
The F. T. Schol!lrship , , .. Fenton Dobb
The Clara Pressler Scholarship .. , .. , ,., Clarence Felix
, {George Oppenheimer
John Blorn
The F. J. F. Scholarships .... ,........... Francis D.Uffy
Arthur. Felker
Joseph Kallahet
The Charles J. Hardig Scholarship , George Sterman
The Young Ladies' Sodality Scholarships S Richard KeIl;nedy
(St. Xavier Church) .,., , .. ( Robert Kilb
The Peter Dooley Scholarship , , , " George Easton
SCHOLARSHIP REQUIREMENTS
1. A general average ,of 85 per cent. in. a semester
examination must be maintainecl b~r the h@lde:r of ,a
scholarship.
2. The scholarship does not exct.i~e from laJ:~()ra"t(:)ty
or breakage fees.
. I 8. Privileges of °a scholarship may be withdrawn at
an~r time by reason of unworthy conduct.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
LEAGUE OF THE SACRED HEART
Ap08~le8hip ofP,il\yet
Director, REv. GEOtiGE J. LEARY, S.J.
Promoters: John Bieri, John Thorburn, Leo Grote, John
Musaio, Robert Ruthman, Jam~s Hltrt. Cbrles Hess, Philip Ken-
nedy, Joseph Higgins, Herbert BarnhQrn, John Corcoran, Thomas
J ohuson, James Hurley, Thomas Murphy, Jnmes Fromeyer, William
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Savage,Walter Ryan, Charles Soete, John Eagan,. Harry Niebuer,
Thomas Stanton, Frahds. Menke, Paul Mayhall, RIChard Kennedy,
John Thompson, Edwa~d Brink, Herman Nieberding, Joseph Welp.
JUNIOR SODALITY
Director, REV. nEN:lt~ MILET, S.J.
REV. GI1lI,YM:E J. LEAHY, S'J .
Prefect, George Saffhl; Assistant Prefects, WilIhtln Gockel and
Leo Grote; Secretary, Harry Moore; Treasurer, Philip Kennedy;
Medal Bearers, l~dwin Dittman and Herbert Barn horn; Librarians,
David Ryan lind John Murray; Sacristans, EdWArd HenickR and
Eugene Loftus; Organist, Dn.niel Shannon; Consultors, Thomas
Kane, Ralph Kohnen, Carl Ii'jscher, Richard Verk~lmp, John Bieri,
Ralph Kramer, John Thorburn, Richard KeuneJ:y. .John M ussio,
Paul Kunkel, Comelius Berning, Ml11'ray Paddack, Edward Argus.
ACTIVITIES OF THE JUNIOR SODALITY
"'hill' not enjo~'ing tile latitude of the sections avail-
able for the activities of the Senior Sodality. the .Junior
or High School Division endeavored in a mort" humble
way to practice piety in works of zeal. The Mission
section was the strongest. and every week two or three
dollars were taken in for the Holy Childhood collection.
:Moreover, a large number of cancelled postage stamps
and a considerable amount of tinfoil were gathered for the
benefit of the Missions. The Catholic Literature. VVorn
Clothes, and Holy Communion sections were active in
their endeavor to emulate t.he splendid work of the Senior
Sodalists. Two entertainhlents were given by the Junior
Sodality.
THE LIBRARY· ASSOCIATION
REV. EUGENE!. SHEA, S.J., President.
John Bieri, Vice-Pl'csident; Victor I?eighery, HUl'l'is Peet, John
Thorburn, Ralph Kramel', Librarians.
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THE JUNIOR LITERARYSOCI~TY
REV, EDWARD HART, S.J., President.
Leo Grote, Vice-President; Andrew Bel'ding, Treasnrer; Joseph
J. King, Secretary; Robert Mohrhaus, Leo Kiley,'James J, Moore,
Committee on Debates.
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
_.0.. . MR. EDWARD F, MAHER, S.J., Director,
Thomas, Kane, Football Managel'; Joseph J, King, Basketball
Manager;~ Joseph ,J. King, Baseball Manager.
ORCHESTRA
OFFICERS
MR, ALOYSIUS S. HAHN, S.J., Director.
Frank Albers, President: Leo Grote, Secretary-Treasurer;
Alfl'ocl Helfesriecler, Librarian; Louis Mazza, Censor: First Violin:
George M. Paddack, Eugene Perazzo, Leonard Himmelman, Jaeob
Wienol', Alexltnder Westerkamp, Joseph F. Rogers; Second Violin:
Vincen t J. Siegel, George A. Deddens,. Alfred Helfesrieder, John W.
Golc1sehmidt, Chal'les P. Rickling: Clarinets, Edward G. Crone,
Louis Lampe; Pluto and Piccolo, Vincent Feltman; Richard
Homan, Saxophone, Frank Albers, Fenton Dohb,Donald Dond;
Bass, Edgar Imthun; Drums and Traps, Leo Grote; Piano, Louis
Mazza; Cornet, R. W. Freisc, S.J.
GLEE CLUB
Director, MR. \Y, A, CONNELL, S.J.
President, Paul Fang-man; Secretal'y, John Eagen: Librarian,
William Doud; Class Representatives, Tom Lynch, Marcellus
Schmidt, Harry Niebuer, Joseph Vehr, Albert Rohs, Will Rentz;
Soloists: Charles Hughes, Lawrence Collins, Joe Corcoran, Bernard
Doyle, Will McCarthy, Bernnra Milligan, Harry Niebuer, Ed Reid-
mfltter, Will Rentz, Rob Wortman, Joseph Usher. Chorns: Walter
Ryan, Robert Blum, Max Huber, .Toe Kallaher, Victor Junius, Clyde
Keller, Cornelius Berning, Paul Gosiger, Bernard Janszen, Carroll
Martin, Robert Clark, Ambrose Pohlman, William Huser, Joseph
Schlanser, Clarence Kramer, Stephen Schultz, Vincent Siegel, Francis
Lind, Alexander Westerkamp, Raymond Grote, Joseph Dauwe,
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Tom Reid; Antholl~Mi!llel',Fl'.ancis DlifIy, Tim Malone, Harry
Wilger, Hemy Ausdentni)ore,. Clarence Overberg, George Deddens.
AI·thur Felker, Joseph Telmn, 'Frank Reckers, Maynard Klonne.
Louis. Gosling, Linus Staab, 'Yillialll Bohman, William Bien, William
Dourl, Joseph Gastright, (Joseph WeIp, David Brinkmoeller, James
O'Brien, George Betsehel', Joseph Collins, Pltu} Fangman, John
Eagen, Fenton Dobb, Tom LYIIch, Marcellus Schmidt, Joseph Ve-hr,
Albert Rohs.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON LECTURES
Mrs. A. J. Conroy Red Cross
Lieut. L'Houllier The War
Mr. }'rerl Hinkle Medieval Armor
Rev. Charles M. Ryan, S.J Experiences as a Chaplain in the A. E. F.
Robert W. Freise, S.•r. Chemieal Societ~'
Rev. Henry P. Milet, S.J Foreign Missions
Rev. Edward Hal·t, S.J ' Debating Society
Sailor Scotts, U. S. N Patriotic Meeting
Professor G. Rallpert .. ; : ....•....................... , Spiritism
Mr. W. A. Connell, S.J ' , Glee Club Concert
Rev. E. 1. Shea (Stereoptjoq!'l:Lecture) Ancient Ma.rine-r
CURRICULUM
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
CONSTANTS,' MAJORS AND MlNORS. Sixteen units
are required Tor graduation. Of these three must be
in English, one in elewentary Algebra, one in plane
Geometry, one in Science, two in Social Studies, one of
which shall be advanced American History (yz) and Civics
(%). These subjects fl,retenned constants, and shall be
required for graduation in .all· courses. The remaining
units must be offered as .f.olJows: In addition to the re-
quirements iIi Englishtlie:re must. be offered one other
major sequence of tl,weeunits and two minor sequences
of two units each. The following will be deemed satis-
factory major lli1its:t1l.~eeunits of Iii foreign language,
three units of mathe-ll1~ti~srthree units of social studies,
three units of natura;r.s~~pee. Two units of anyone of
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the foregoing groups of studies constitute ~ nrinor se..:
quence. Not less than two units of any language may he
offered.
DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES. Diplomas are given
by the Truslefs, upon the recommendation of the Ptin.~
cipal, to those members of the :Fourth Year who have
satisfactorily completed a regular course ~soutlined on the
following pages. To others, who llave not completed
the required number of units, certificates ofw.ork satis-
factorily completed will be issued. The diploma will not
he granted to any Olle who is not recommended by the
Principal to the Trustees as being of good' moral cha!racter;
nor shall it be granted to an~r one who is in arrears on ·the
Treasurer's books.
CERTIFICATE PRIVILEGES
St. Xavier High School holds accredited relationship
with the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools. "The Association's official recogni-
tion gives prestige to a school among educated men and
women everywhere. Its recorded appl'oval is a letter of
introduction to all colleges, Uluverfijitiesand professional
schools in the land, and guarantees efficienQY and high
standing to tllese inst.itutions. Accredite<lrel~tions with
the Association bring to a high school or a,~tJ,qenlY the same
distinction and honol', as an institutiou" 'l)lat )ll).clnbership
in the society of Phi Beta Ka:pp~':l;)~.§i~a~comers
upon an individual, or that high ,ratingpy Bradstreet Ol'
Dun brings to a firm. in husines.s,"
Due to this relationship withth~Nol'th Central
Association, tIle certificate of the St. X.avier High School
will admit its holder unconditionan~r to any college,
'university or professional school in the following States:
Arizona, Colorado, Dlinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
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New Mexico, Nonh Dakota, South Dakota, Ohio, Okla-
homa, Wisconsin and Wyoming.
St. Xavier High School is recognized as a high school
of the first grade by the Department of Public Instruction
of Ohio, and by theOl~o State University.
It is also formally affiliated to the University of Cin-
cinnati, and it'l graduates admitted on certificate.
COURSES 9F INSTRUCTION
Three courses of study are provided, the Classical,
the Scientific and the English.
The Classical Course prepares for entrance to the
Arts Course of any college. This course includes four
vears of Latin, two years of Greek, and the college en-
trance requirements in English, History, 1\fathematics,
Science and Modern Languages. It is the necessary
preparation for the A.B. course at St. Xavier College.
The Scientific Course emphasizes Mathematics, Science
and Modern Languages, and prepares for entrance to the
best scientific and engineering schools.
The English Course is designed mainly for those who
do not intend to pursue their studies beyond the secondary
school, or who expect to enter upon a business career after
four years of high school work.
The program of studies for the First Year i'l practi-
cally the same for all courses. At the beginning of the
Second Year a choice must be made of that particular
course in which a student is to continue his studie.,,,. As is
evident, this choice is to be made in accordance with the
minimum preliminary educational requirements of each
student's prospective career. The Principal and teachers
will give every possible assistance and direction in this
matter. However, the Principal will not allow any
student to enter definitely upon a course, unless he first
receives from the student's parents or guardians a written
statement, approving the choice and relieving the School
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of all responsibility for aUJ' disappointU1eu.t'W~iclJ.m[l;tt
arise afterward if the student finds himself debarred £.r0tiJ.
entering upon the career of his choice becau$eof his
inability to meet the preliminary .educational require~
n'1ents .set down for such a career.
The total number of students who ha~e enteredcblleg¢
from this School since its foundation irtQctob~r, 18$1,
has been ~,234. These have entered Annapolis, the
Catholic University, (Washington D.. C.,)'Ctt111pIOn
College, University of Cincimlati, Colorado School of
Mines, Fordham University, GeorgetownTJnivefsity,
Harvard, Johns Hopkins University, 81. Mary's College,
St. Louis University, Loyola University, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Marquette Un.iversity,Ohio
State University, West Point, St. Xavier College, Yale,
Ames College, Iowa, 'Viscousin UmversitJ', and other
colleges. '
The attention of parents and students is called to the
present minimum preliminary educational 'I'equwements for
law and medicine in Ohio.
MINIMUM PRELIMINARY EDUCATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS FOR LAW AND
MEDICINE IN OHIO
LA W. Admission to the Bar,
Rule XIV, Section 4, of the Supreme Court of Ohio [extract].
No one shall be admitted to the examinlj:ti()o whps.eeducational
attainments are not clcarly shown to b~ eq).lal to .those indicated by
the four-year course or study in a public high school of this State,
Evidencc or such attainments t() be ftlrnished by the Ilpplicant with
his application for admission to the law examination, will be: raj A
diploma or certHicate of graduattonfrom such'high school, which
certificate must show that such high school is or ,the fouf-year grade.
[b] A diplolua rrom a college or university belonging to the Associated
Colleges or Ohio. (c) A certificate or matriculation in the Freshman
year or a higher c1u.ss in the AClldemic department of such college or
university. (d) A diploma, or a certificate of matriculation in the
Freshman or a higher class in the Aoademic department from It college
or university situated outside the State of Ohio whose standing is
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certified as "approved" by any. of the Associated Colleges of Ohio.
(e) A certificate or diploma frol;11 "-11 Academy 01' other school which
would, without examination 01' further inquiry 01' condition, admit the
holder to the Freshman 01' a higher class in the college of liberal arts
in anyone of the Associated Colleges of Ohio. Such certificate or
diploma to be certified thereon as "approved" by the propel' officer
of such college. tf) A certificate from the State Board of School
Examiners authorizing the holder to teach in the higl1 schools of the
four-year grade of Ohio; a county board certificate is not sufficient. *
MEDICINE. (Regulations, Entrance Examiner,
State Medical Board [extract],).
"The present minimul1t educational requirement for the Certificate
of Preliminary Education for students of medicine, is graduation from
a High School of the Fh'st Grade. All Ohio Medical Colleges require
this certificate for admission. Some Obio Medical Colleges have
additional requirements. Credentials which are, in the judgment of
the Examiner, the full equivalent, will be accepted as meeting this
requirement. Other acceptable credentials will be checked by units.
When so checked, and wh~· credits are gained by examination, the
minimum req1drement is the following fifteen acndemic units:
Element.a~·y Latin, Caesar, [four books] . . . . . . . . . . two units
Composition and Rb.etoric, J<::nglish Literature,
Clnssics three units
American History, or American History and Civil
Government ·one unit
Algebra [through quadr~t.ic equo.tions,] Plane Geo-
metry two units
Physics, and . ~
Botany or Zoology, and . . . . . . . . . . . . three units
Chemistry or Physical Geogmphy
Requireclsubjects. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. eleven units
ADDITIONAL from BotanJ" Zoology, Physiology,
ChClnistry, Physicn! Geography, Civil Govern-
ment, Ancient History, Mediae·val and Modern
History, English History, Advanced Algebra,
Solid Geometry, German, 1"rene11, Latin, ElM-
tive four units
Totnl ,......................... fifteen units
*CLERK'S NOTE.-As sufficient showing of general education any one of the{ollowing certificates OJ:. diplomas will be accepted:
A diploma with the degree of "A.l3." from st. Mary's Institute, St. Ign....t1us
College, SI. XaDier College, St, JQllCph Oollese.' St. John's Collego, MusJdngum Collogs,
Ohio Northern University; St. &.rl!.llo.ry C.Qllllll.e, of Cincinnati, Notre Dame Unlvenrity,
Baldwin University, or German Wallace College.
A certifleate 01 matrl~ulatlQri In the Freshmen year, or a higher e1sas In the
Academ!c department of any 01 the (Qllowl.n~jnstitutl()l)ll,to-wit: St. Ignatius Oollell'"
81. XaDter College, St. Mary's ColleKe, St. John's College, Muakingum College, Unl-
versi~y of ~otre Dame, Baldwin 'Unfverslty. German Wellace CoJlege, Cas<l School of
Apphed SCIenCe.
4.2
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CURRICULUM.
I. Classical Course.
F;ral Sem88ter
First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
English I . _ 5 English II . . 5 English III
· 5 English IV . . 5
Latin I . . ~ 5 Latin II _ 5 Latin III
· 5 Latin IV . _ 5Algebra I. _ _
· 5 Greek I _ 5 Greek II · 5 Greek III . 5
Greek History
· 5 Geometry I . 5 American History · 5 Physics. 0 . 6
Second Semester
English I .
Latin I .
Algebra I .. _
Roman History
5"" English II .
· {; Latin IT ..
5- 'G'l"eek I
5 " Geometry I
51 English III5 Latin III
5 Greek II
5 Civics ..
5 , E.,n~lis',h", IV . . . . . . 55 Latin IV . _ . . . . . 5
5 GreekID 5
,5 Physics........ 6
II. Scientific Course.
Fi-rst Semester
First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
:::
English I.
German I.' .
Algeb'nd.
Greek History
01' Botany
5
5
5
5
6
English II .
German IT or
French I
Geometry I
Zoology
}. 55
5
6
English III
German III or }
French II or .
Spanish I
Algebra II
Chemistry or }
Physiography
5
5
5
6
English IV
Germ.a... n IV or }French mor
Spanish II
American History
Physics ....
Trigonometry
5
5
5
6
5
Second Semester
English I.
German I
Algebra I .
Roman History
01'
Botany.
5
5
5
5
6
English II .
German II or
French I
Geometry I
Zoology
-5
5
5
6
English III
German III or }
French II or .
Spanish I
Geometry II
Chemistry or }
Physiography
5
5
5
6
English IV ...
German IV or }
French III or .
Spanish II
Civics
Physics .
Advanced Algebra .
5
5
5
6
5
III. English Course.
First Semester
...
en
First Year
English I.
German I.
Algebra I
Greek History
Second Year
51 English~II5 German II .
5 Geometry I
5 Biology
Third Year
51 English III .
5 German III or }
5 French I or .
6 Spanish I ..
European History
Physiography
8BCOnd Semester
5
5
5
5
Fourth Year
English IV
German IV or }
French II or .
or Spanish II
American History
Physics.
5
5
5
6
English I ..
German I ..
Algebra I .. >'
Roman History
English II .
German II .
Geometry I
,Biology -- ..
5
5
5
6
English III .
German III or }_
French lor .
Spanish I
IJ;uropean History
PhysiQlogy .
5 I English IV . '.
GennBai IV or}-~ 1ilr~!Jb;,:Uor
-- '. -••.-.II' '
. 5
IV. Combined Table of Required and Elective Subjects.
II English CourseBranches II Classical Course Scientific Course
I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV
Religion ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c- 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Latin . 5 0 0 0 0Language &::an: 5 .. · . 0 05 · - .. E E 0 0 S S 0 0 E E
- French. 5 · . .. E E · . E E E · . .. E E
Spanish . . 5 · . .. E E .. · . E E · . .. E E
~ Ancient _ 5 0 .. · . E .. · - 0
JrlStory Modern . 5 · . E · . E · . · . 0American _ 5a
· . · .
0 ..
· . 0 · . .. · . 0
.... Civics .. 5a 0 0 0CI> · . .. · . · . · . · . · . · . .,C·b=I ... 5 0 0 · . · . 0 · .Algebra II. . _ 5a · . E · . 0 .. · . E E
Mathemati Algebra III . . 5a · . E · . · . 0 · . · . E
cs Plane Geometry 5 0
· .
0
· . · .
0
Solid Geometry. 5a
· .
E ..
· . 0 · . · . E
Trigonometry . 5a
· .
E .. .. 0
· . · . · .
E
{BiOlOgy (Goo.,.]) . 6 E E .. .. · . . . I .. 0
Botany ...... 6 E·
· . · -
.. E
Chemistry .... 6 .. E
· . · . · .
S
Science Physical Geography .6a,6 E
· . · . E ~,. II :: · . 0Physics . _ ... . 6 · . · . 0 · . · . · . · . 0
Physiology . . . . .6a E
· . · . · .
.. E
· .
0
Zoology _ . 6 E
· . · . · . · .
0
~tion of the symbols used: 5 means "s five hour hranch throughout the year"; 58 means "8 five hour branch lor one sem-
ester~'; means "ohligatory'"'; E means '.Jelective"; S means "select one from this group".
The election thus provided for is under the guJdanee of the principal and by no means implies 8 random selection by the students them-
selves without advi~ or consultation.
NOTES ON THE CURRICULUM
1. The Cla..'lsical Course outlined abOVe hasl1\>
electives among the 16 units. However,therrIbre capable
students, but these onl~r, that is, those who make .allea.st
80 per cent in the four assigned bl'anches,may,be P¢I1-
mitted to carr~r five regular bl'anches,t11ll~givipg17 to'i~O
uj1its of work. though only 16 are neceS'~~yfQi'a~iplo~a,.
In such cases. besides the diploma; acredit cairc1 speci'fying
their work will be given. . '
':2. Any Language taken up must be pursued for two
~'ears; and only one language may be begun in. any yellX.
3. Christian Doctrine and Elocution are accorded
their due attention over and above the closed schedule
here outlined.
4. The Faeult~r reserves the l'ight to refUSe to givea.n
elective course for which there is not a suf£icientnumher
of applicants. Classes are usually not formed for less
than ten students.
5. No student may take less than twenty periods a
week. no I' more than twenty-five.
6. Only one Science may be taken in anyyeat.
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
UnJesfi otherwifie speciiicallyindicated.. below, all
branches are taught five periods each week.,iEach period
covel's fifty minutes of actual teaohill:g. Double periods
are given for laborato~r work. '
GENERAL BIOLOGY
A (~Ollrae of l('ct~rl.'s and recitations on the general principles of
elementary biology, with lahorator)' exercises On hot~ plant and
animal specimens. The foUowlng topics are suggeshve of those
ioel uded in this eourst'; IHe processes of nil living organisms, their
minute ~tructurc, organs aue! their fuuctions, rcll1tiou of plants and
animals to seasons and regions, to other plants and animals and
especially to man; classification of living things, variation of indi-
viduals, the struggle for existence and the essentials of embryological
development. Select types of plants and animals are studied in detail
and dissected in the la.boratory according to outlines prepared by the
instructor.
Lectures and recitations, four periods a week; l~,bol'atory work,
one double period a week.
Text: Conn's Biology.
"BOTANY
A course of lectures and recitations, supplemented by laboratory
and field work, on the stl'uctUl'e, development and functions of root,
stem, leaf, flower and fruit; classification of the vegetable kingdom;
natural groups of plants; conditions of growth and dispersal; time
of flowering and fruiting, etc. Special attention is given to the £lora
of the Cincinnati region.
Lectures and recitations, fOil)' periods It week; laborati)ry work,
one double period a week.
Text: Bergen, Element.~ of Botany. Meier, Plant Study.
CHEMISTRY
This course includes lectures, demonstration, recitations lI.nd
prohlems combined with labomtorJ'. It is designed to acquaint the
student with the fundamental principles of the science, to meet the
demllllds of a liberal education and to lay the foundation for more
advanced work in college. The work of the school-room is supple-
mented by a number of visits to the various chemical industries of
the city and vicinity. Sixty recorded experiments are required for
laboratory credits.
Text: McPhersOil and Henderson's Fir.¥t Course in Chemistry.
Laboratory Manual. by the same authors.
DEBATING
This course is open to the students of the Tbh'd and Fourth
Year. Its object is to develop ease and lluency in public speaking,
and a practical acquaintance with the deh,Us of parliamentary pmc-
tice. The habit of clear and logical thought on It given topic, pro-
ficiency in the extempore expression of one's thoughts, together with
an apt and forceful delivery are aimed at throughout the course. The
class meets two honrs each week.
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ELOCUTION
Once each week throughout the four years .each cl~~s iSdi'lllea
separately in vocal culture, articulation, gesture, deCll\II1a.Uoti,c'har.
acter impersonation, and readings in prose andverse',.'1'h¢ stU,dents
are required to speak before the class adetinit~ n~~b,eroftimes
during each semester, and representatives '. ff~nf ,V:!I>~io~s ,cl~sses
are chosen to speak before the whole School~tt~eC).u~~te~IY.l\.sseJn'i~
blies. A gold medal is awa.rded annually toth~~tUl:lentiIielJ/c1J.Yllaf.
of the high school course who delivers the bestil'eclafii~tioJi,ill the
public contest. '\ .
ENGLISH
In the English Course the general principles of ~hetoric are
studied, the various modes of composition are practiced to give
facility in writing clearly and correctly, and enough literature is read
to develop the beginnings of good taste and the first elements of
literary culture. It is not the purpose of the high SGhool to teach
poetry, fiction, the art of short-story writing, the principles of oratory,
the elaborate structure of the essay, or the technique of the drama.
To do so would be futile, as these subjects are ordinarUy beyond the
capacity of the high school student. The liter/l.ture in these forms
assigned to the high school is used only to illustrate the matter of the
class, to furnish material for oral and wl'ittenconlposition, and to
enable the Instructor to foster in the students a habit of right reading.
The literature assigned to the classes is divided iIito three sec-
tions: [aJ Texts for detailed study. All of thes~ should be studied
in class and be well known, though it may not b!lneeli\~Sllry.orl\lven
practicable, to read ell,ch work entirely during clas.s.Required !Ire:
a knowledge of the subject ma.tter !Iud form ofeach,Yorl" ",ith. an
explanation of the principal allusions; tb.e IHerll,ry qurolities,so far
as they illustrate the rhetoricallirinciples of the,yejl;r;a biogr~phical
outline of the authors and all. account ort~eir·.)"orks. [b] .supple-
mentary reading. These texts must be, read by all, ap,g., should be
known I1S the preceding, but 'with9titth~ same detailecl accuracy.
[c) Class reading for baole reports. Each studlJ,ut is obliged to make
one book report et\ch month, but not mor¢thll>oone.
ENGLISH I
The work ot this yen.r is intended to ,serve as an introduction to
rhetoric, as dlstinguisbedfromgramm/l.f, and such a knowledge
or the principles as may help the student I.n correct, coherent,
yet simple expression, both oral and written. The composition
work is abundant, especially in letter writing.
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In literattlre the purpose will be to arouse and develop an interest
in reading, and to teach the elements of discrimination of worth-
less books fromthdse worth while.
No student win be allowed to pass beyond the First Ye'al' who
cannot: [a]'spell correctly 85 per cent. of ordi~al'Y, non-technical
words such as are found in any chapter of Irving, Lamb or
Stevenson; [b] observe the ordinary conventions of capitaliza-
tion, punctuation,' and letter-writing; [c] form ordinary sen-
tences and join' them coherently.
RHETORIO. f>. review of English grammar; the elements of
rhetoric; diotion, sentence structure, paragraphing,
figures; letter writing. Brooks' English Composition,
Book Ii Donnelly's Imitation and Analysis;
COMPOSITION. Daily exercises in, the analysis and structure
of sentences and' paragraphs. Weekly themes in simple
narration and description. Frequent writing of telegrams,
and of sociat and business notes and letters.
LITERATURE. [a] Texts for detailed study: Dickens, Chri8t-
mas Stories'; Longfellow, Selected Poems; Irving, Sketch
Book; Hawthorne, Twice- Told Tales. [b] Supplementary
reading; Cooper, The Last of the Mohican8; Stevenson,
Treasure Island; Poe, Poems and Tales. [c] Reading for
book reports: Group I. *
ENGLISH II
In this class a beginning is made in the modes of composition.
The repetition of punctuation, diction, the rhetorical sentence
and sentence variation and figures is continued throughout the
year in conjunction with the regular work. The paragraph is
more fully explained,. and repeated in the narrative paragraph
during the first semester, and in the descriptive and narrative
paragraph during the second semester. The student at the end
of the Second Year is. expected to be certain of the coherence of
his sentences an'd'of their proper transition. He should, more-
over, be able tOg!:otiphis sentences about a cOmmon topic in the
paragraph. The Qhief guide to his higher gradation will be his
ability to parag\'~'Pb.i!lhiscompositions, a.nd to understand and'
interpret simple literary selections.
RlIlilTORIO. 1nil'he first semester the regular subject is nar-
ration in its'.elementa; in the second semester, description
in its elemen·ts'. l!Juringthe tll-st quarter, exposition [ex-
pl~nation] ililjegun iii connection with description.
----
*See pa.ge 52.
COMPOSITION. Daily exercises in paragraph writing [in-
cl uding brief newspaper paragraphs], with emphasis on
the practice in Qefinition in the secolld se'QI.ester. W;eekly
themes in narration, description, and eXPQsitioli, f,req:uently
in the form of letters.
LITERATURE. [a) Texts for detailed study; 'Scott, Ivan-
hoe; Whittier, Snowbound, and other poems; SiriRoger
de Coverley Papers; Washington, ;F'areweIIAdd11es6 ;;W.eh-
ster, Bunker Hill Oration; [bJ S~ppienientaryreadinl.l;
Cooper, The Spy; Scott, The Talisman;' Longfellow, Tales'
of a Wayside Inn. [c] Reading for bookreports: Group n
ENGLISH III
The rhetorical principles are restricted to the sit:nple essay,-
narrative, biographical, personal, etc., to the simple story, and
to the simple forms of argumentation, without a tllcatment ~f
thc essay, short story or oration as art forms. In the treatment
of ~'rgumentation, emphasisislajd on the propositio.n, its correct
statement and proper stud,y, alld on the usual sources of argu-
ments.
RHETORIC. Exposition [continued); outlin,ing, planning,
summo,rizing; the ohria and forms of the simple essay,
Narration, [conti'nued]; 'plot, character delineation; the
elements and kinds o'f the short story. Argumentation;
debating. Textbook: Brooks' -English Oomposition,
Book II.
COMPOSITION. Frequent exercises in paragraph writing,
and in making analysis, outline, syndpsis.We~y themes
in letters, descriptions of a more ela;boratakin,d, narrat;iQns
involving simple plots, chrias and eSSllYS of a isi1l1ple kind.
Once each semester a paper of at lea;s~ lOOO~ords will be
required, either a short story,or,a b~Qg'llap)rl.Qal, critical, or
scientific essay. In the secoIld sclp.)esterllt.\l\s,!!tone simple
speech or debate wiII be required. ' '
LITERATURlil. In tha Iiterar\ystudrfreq,ucllltreferenoe, by
comparison or otherwise, is made to the texts and readings
of tlia precedipg years. The reason for this is chiefly that
the students l1lay be able to <recall 1ihe'literature of the course
in view of the tlnaCCollege Entm\:lee ;Examinations. [a1
Texts Cor detailed study; Dickens, David Oopperfield;
.I_owell, Vision of Sir Launfal, and other po'ems; Lamb,
Essays of EU,a; Mae~ulay, Essay on Johnson. [bJ Sup-
plementary reading: De Quineey, F'Ught of a Tartar Tribe;
Eliot, Silas Marner; Shl\<kespel1re. Julius Oaesar. [e]
Reading Cor book reports: Group III.
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ENGLISH IV
In this year spechtlattention is given to ·the review of the litera-
ture of the high'sch()ol course and to the acquirement of as much
literary erudition~liilipossible. Ea~h student should be familiar
with the requit~Ille:llts of the Uniform College Entrance Board
and with the Pl·egent. eIi,trance requirements and examinations
of standlJ-rd colleg~.li. .
RHETORIC. :a.efiewof thef?ur modes of composition; the
didn;ctic essay; its qualities and kinds; the speech, its
component pa.rts, the speech for occasion. Prosody a,nd
versification; the common verse forms; a brief study of
the nature oflloetry and its forms.
Textbooks: Brooks' English Composition, Book II; Cop-
pens' Introduetion to English Rhetorio; Parsons' Art of
V Iirsifioation;
COMPOSITION. Frequent exercises in the paragraph, espe-
cially the E)ditoriaJ. In the second half~year daily exer-
cises in verse analysis and composition. Weekly themes
in the various forms, especially in letter-writing and the
critical essay. In the second half-year additional credit
will be. given for metrical composition. Once each half-
year a paper of at least 2000 words will be required, either a
speech or a short story, or an essay indicative ol the stu-
dent's ability to gather and manage material without
special aid.
LITERATURE. History of English Literature: From the
beginning of English literature to the present. Textbook:
Moody, Lovett and Boynton, A First View of English and
Amerioan Literature. [a] Texts lor detailed study: Gar-
raghan, Prose Types in Newman; Newman, Dream of
Gerontius; Shakespeare,Merohant of Venioe. [b] Sup-
plementary readij'lg; Pope, Essay on Criticism; Tennyson,
Idylls of the King. [c] RE)ading for book reports: Group IV.
Rel:i4jrigfor Book Reports
19~0·19!H
GROUP I
Ballantyne, l'hll;S~itiwater Tragedy; Bennett, Master Skylark
or Barnab:YL~'IJ;:.~ouve, American Heroes and Heroines;
Brown, Rab and;'.1J'iiJ· !i'iiends; Cdoper, Deerslaye1'; Drane,
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Urisl; Egan, Little People of the Duat; Farra):',. Er#:Firin,
Tom Playfair; Harrold, The Black Brotherhood; Greene,
Pickett'a Gap or Handicapped or L~ncoln's OOnScript;. ~aaren
and Poland, Famoul Men of the Middle Agea; Hawthorne,
Tanglewood Talsa or MOlses From an Old Manse; :Kane For
Greater Things; Kipling, JunglelJook; Lam.b, Tales 'From
Shakespeare; Leahy, Hiawatha's Black Robe; Loyl)la,.Qhild
of God; Miles, Truce of God; O'Reilly, Ad., 14a1'tyra oJ the
Ooliseum; O'Reilly, J. B., Moondyne Joe; Parr, The.Little (J0/r-
dinal: Pyle, Men of Iron or Merry Adventures o!Btibii/,i HoOd
or Within the Oapes, [lor comparison with The G~ld Bug];
Sienkiewicz, Through the Desert; Spi\!ding, The Oave by the
Beech Fork; Stoddard, The Wonder Worker of Padua; Wise-
man, Fabiola.
GROUP II
.. Ayscough," Faustula; Boudreaux, God Our Father; Bullen,
Cru·ia6 of tho Cachalot; Church, Lucius; Copus, As Gold in the
Furnace; Creasy, Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World; Dickens,
Tale of Two Oities; Drake, The Oulprit Fay; Drame, History of
the Knightl of St. John; Earls, Melchior of Boston; Egan,
Disappearance of John Longworthy; Goldie, Life of St. Aloysiul;
Hearn, Ohita; Irving, Astoria or Oaptain Bonneville's Adven-
tures; Jackson, Ramona; Kelly, Some Great Oatholics of Ohurch
and State; Knight, Life of Alfred the Great; Longfellow, Evan-
geline or Miles Standish; Loyola, Soldiers of Ohrist;Lummis,
Spanish Pioneer,; Ma,caulay, Lays of Ancient Ropte;Meschler,
Life of St. Aloyliul; Mulholland, The Wild Birds of Killeevy;
Porter, Scottilh Ohiefs; Scott, Guy Mannering; Smith, F. H.,
A Day at Laguerre's or Oolonel Oarter of Oartersville or Tom
Grogan; Wallace, Ben Hur.
GROUP III
Arnold Sohrab a.nd Hu,tum; Blackmore, LotnaDoone; Boud-
reaux, The Happiness of Heaven; Burroughs, Winter Sunshine;
Carryl, The LieutenantGo~er1lor; Coleridge, The Ancient
Mariner; Collins, The Moo1tBto'llc.; Copus, Andros of Ephesus;
Crawford, Dr. Claudius; :Desmond, Some Mooted Questions
of History; Devine, Training of Silas; Dickens, Oliver Twist 01'
Bleak Hou8e; Dixon, The Southerner; Fabel', Spiritual Con-
forlJnco/1 or All for Jesus; Goldsmith, The Deserted Village;
Hale, The Man Without a Oountry; Harland, The Oardinal's
Snuff- Bo~ or My Lady Paramount; Hawthorne. The House of
the Seven Gablesi Hea,dlcy, Napoleon and His Marshals; Her-
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bert, Garcia M:,pre,no:;Ill'lrgan, Great Oatholic ~aymen; Keon.
Dion a'nd the Sib~lsJ:;L}lCaS, In the Morning of Life; McCarthy.
History of Oli.r Q'W)'I,x,i,mes; Miles, Ohristine; Palgrave. Golden
7,'reasury. Book," ti Lady o/the Lake; Sheehan. MjI
New Ourate;Si , " ,The l),elu,ge or Pan Michael or With
,Fire and Swordo~i,fJJ,hel(ni(lhts ()f the Oros8; Smith. J. '1'.,
The Blacla Oardi,n(rl;I~P1il1~, F. H., Felix O'Day or Forty Minutes
Late; SteeiVens,W{,itkRitchener to Khartoum; Stevenson,
The Black Arrow··{jt1J,h,e iM,Clder of :Qallantrae or Fr. Damien.
" .
GROUP IV
Arnold, On T'f'an~'la/ii;ng.Home'f'; Bacon. Essays, selected;
Carlyle, Boswetl'a ;f;.jde.o! Johnson or Essay on Burns; Churchill,
Richa1'd Oa1'vel or 'I'heOrisis or The Orossing or Mr. Oarewe's
Oareer or Ooniston; DixQP, Oomrades; Faber, Bethlehem;
Feeney, How To Get 0'/1;; Ford, The Honorable Peter Stirling;
Ga'a.nt,PiJ7lsonal M'ei/no'b"s;. ·.iFfowells, The Rise of Silas Lapham;
Joh,~ston, Le1J)is Ra'hd; Uq'by, The Vandal; Lucas, At the
Partingof.the Jl!:ays';,J!..yUou,What'1l He Do With It? or The
Last of ,the Bwrons';l\:[acMilay, Essay on Warren Hastings
or Esso!y ~n Addison or.Essay on Goldsmith; Maher, The
Shepherd of the North; Mitchell, fIuah Wynne; Moore, Melodies;
Newman, Oallista;O'Meara,Lifeof Frederic Ozanam; O'Reilly,
llrue Men .a8;We N,edd Th'em; Palgrave, Golden Treasury
Book I·V; ParslllUs, SOf1//,e Lies and Errors in History; Reade,
Hard Gash; Sheehau,iIlenanaar; ·Sherm.an, Memoir8; Smith,
F.JJI., The Fortwnes of ,6)liv,er Horn or Reter; Stevenson, Dr.
Jekyland·Mr.,1fl'~de:'. ';['.en·nwson,',Seleetions; Vaugha.n, From
Ear.th to Hefliven; 'Web:~ter".,Adam8a1l-d Jefferson.
FRENCH
FRENCH I [Elementary]
'Careful dril1 i.n'pl'~h\.iIteil1i1iidn';elementaTY grammar with exer-
cises including ·the'P1'inoipillirregular verbslfrequent pllactice
in the use ,of more' cifri:t'ifion¥rench idioms; conversational
ex~rcilles basedc)ii'Ilf'!1~.9~iOi)'s.tranIl18;tedin'the class-room; word
order, sentenoe'll1ir1l9tiwre, 'elemim'lis 'of syntax; writing French
from diotation; xMIil!omiingsho1't poems; Chardenal's French
Oouf8e; Mariet, La'TrJcnedu Petit Pierre; Ventura, Peppino.
FRENCH II '[Ele.-p,~~~atf~"
Elementary gralJ:\i):il.iJ)1'(i'pIll!~l~ted,;eally"vMiationsbased on the
text read; freqlletJ;ti'i;iIlJ.)~tl'ilrGts. o1'al o,nd written, of author
I~~
studied; writing French from dictlltion; conversation. Char-
denlll's Fronch Courao. Malot, Sana Famille; De Maistre,
Lca Prisonniora du Caucaao; Lamartine, Joanno d' Arc.
FRENCH III [Intermediate]
Const~nt practice in giving French paraphrll;~es, apstracts and
reproductions from memory of select portion~ of matter read;
more difficult parts of syntax emplJ.asized; re!\idingFrenchprose
and verse of ordinary difficulty; writing French from dictation;
conversation; memorizing poems and dialogues. Halevy,
L' Abbe Conatantin; Daudet, Le Potit Choae and La Belle-
Nivernaiao; About, Lo Roi dea Montagnea; Racine, Athalie.
GERMAN
GERMAN I [Elementary]
Bacon's Germlln Grammar. Careful drill in pronunciation; the
memorizin,g lind frequent repetition of easy colloquial sentences;
the rudiments of grammar; the'article, nouns, adjectives, pro-
nouns, weak verbs, lind the more usual strong ver.bs; the use
of the more ordinary prepositions, the simpler uses of the modal
auxiliaries, and the elementary rules of syntax and word order;
frequent ellsy themes; the reading of graduated texts; repro-
duction of portions of text read; the memorizIng of poems, and
dialogues.
GERMAN II [Elementary]
Bacon's German Grnmmar. The reading of easy stories and
plll-Ys; practice in translating themes based on the matter read,
and also in off-hand reproduction oral a/ld written, of the sub-
stance of short and easy seleclled passages; continued drill in the
rudiments of grammar, to enable the 'pupil to lise his knowledge
with facility in forming, and to ,state his knowledge corllectly
in the technical language of grammar; memorizing of poems
and dialogues.
Readings: Carruth's German' Reader; Grimm's Hans i'l1l
Gluocle; Zscokke's Der zerbrochene Krug; Schiller's Der Hand-
8chuh; Uhland's Das Sehl088 am Meero; Goethe's Wanderera'
Nachtlied; Anderson's Maorehen and Bildorbu,ch ohne Bilder;
Baumbach's Der Schwieuer8ohn; Storm's Immen8ee.
GERMAN III [Intermediate]
RCl\ding of German prose of ordinary difficulty; translations
into German of connected passages of simple English, para-
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phrased from a given text; grammaticllJ questions including
syntax and word formation; the trahslation and cxplanation
of passages from classical literature. Constant practice in giving
oral and written paraphrases, abstracts, and reproductions from
memory; writing connected German passages from dictation.
grammatical drill i:i). the less usual strong verbs, the use of the
8,rtiele, cases, a'uxiliaries of all kinds, tenses and modes [with
special reference to the infinitive and subjunctive].
Readings: Goethe's Hermann nnd Dorothea and Iphigenie;
Scheffel's Der Trompeter von Saecldingen; Uhland's Poems;
Wildenbruch's Das edle Blut.
GERMAN IV [Advanced]
The reading of about 500 pages of good literature in prose and
poetry, selected at the option of the teacher; reference reading
of the lives and works studied; frequent short themes in German
on subjects assigned and the free translation of English into
German.
SCIENTIFIC GERMAN
A course of reading dealing with scientific subjects of general
interest. Its purpose is to prepare ~tudents for such professional
courses as require a facility: in reading German scientific literatujl'e.
Text: Hodge's Course in Scientific German; monographs.
SPANISH
SPANISH I
Etymology to irregulrur ve,rbs, including, however, the roOst
common irregular verbs, a's haber, tener, S8'l'" estar, etc.• and their
idiomatic us'es; reflexive verbs; fundamental rules of syntax;
drill in ptonun,ciation.
Oral and written translation; freq:uent exercises based
rules of syntax and the more common Spanish idioms.
tion and reproduction of simple prose readings.
De Vitis' Spani8hGrawmar; Wilkins-Lulria, LecturaB
SPANISH II
on the
Dicta-
Facilea.
Irl'egula.r ::erb.s; syntax completed; daily composition, oral
and written. Readiug: Hills·Rcinhardt's Spanish Short Storie8;
Ala~corn's Novela8 CortaB Escogida8 and El Capitan Veneno;
Harrison's Spani8h Com-mercial Rca,der.
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GREEK
GREEK I
Conatant drill in the i;n.f1ectio.nal forma. the uae of the 'accenta in
reading and writing Greek. and the elementary principlea of
Greek ayntax. Daily exercisffa, oral and written, are ~'sigJ1ed
"throughout the year in order to enable the student to maater
once .and for all the eaaentiala of etymoJogy and to acquire a
workmg vocabulary preparator~ to the reading of Xenophon.
GREEK II
First semester: Review of the more difficult and unusual in-
flectiona; verba in w, irregular verbs and the syntax of inde-
pendent sentences. Xenophon's Anabasis, Book I. Gleason's
Oreele Prose Composition, Exercises 1 to 27.
Second semester: Moods in dependent sentences. Anabasis,
Book II. Gleason's Oreele Prose Composition, Exercises 28 to 50..
HISTORY
HISTORY I [Ancient]
Firat semoster: Oriental and Greek History: mankind before the
Deluge; the Orient~l nations, [Egypt, Chaldea, the Hebrews
and their providential mission, Persia]. The Greeks, their land
and its prehistoric civilization; hiatorical period of their great-
ness [Athens and Sparta, Persian and Pe!oponnesian Wars,
social and intellectual conditions]; the GraceD-Oriental World
[Alexander the Great and his conquests, mingling of the West
and East].
Second semester: Roman History: The Romans, their land and
its peoples; Legendary history; the Republioan Constitution;
strllggle between the Patrioians and Plebeians; conquest of
Italy and the Mediterranean World; ROinanpoHticalltnd social
conditions; struggle betweenthel'ich and the poor; rise of the
Monarchy; the Empire at fts height; foundation, extension
and triumph of Christianity; the Teutonic Invasions; the
Teutonic Kingdoms; the Papacy and Monasticism; the Papa:!
States; establishment ot the Holy Roman Empire; Rise of
Mohammedanism. Text: Betten's Anoient World.
HISTORY II [American]
This course embraces one semester'a work in American political,
social and institutional history'with special reference to the period
since 1760. Text: Montgomery'a Student's Amerioan History,
supplemented by reqilired colfateral reading. Firat semester.
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HISTORY III [Medievah4d Modern]
First semester: Tpe G!i<rolingian dynasty; the Anglo-Saxon,
Danish and NormandYn.a~tje$in Englan.d; Germany and Italy
under the Sa9!:on,i.:j!J~~.c?nia:n and Hohenst~ufen Emperors;
France under the' .9a~e~il\~s; F.euda~ism and Knighthood;
medieval Social Lif ~PlJ,p.acy ill ha.!rmony and conflict with
secular powers [~ y~~titureJ; the Crusades and their
effects; . the Men .... 9~~rs;.the Great Western Schism;
the Span,ish Cru8adeth~)Hundred Years' War; dynastic
conflicts in Englalld; '. ~he Inquisition; . medieval universities
and guild,s; the Rel}/Li,!1s/Lu.ee; inv~ntions; the Portuguese ancl
Spanish disc-overies; .. tlie .reign/of Charles V; the "Refoxmation"
in Germany, Englandrt.nd France; .. England and Ireland; the
Turks in Europe; the Ai·eof Philip II and Queen Elizabeth.
Second semester: The Thirty Years' War; the reign of Louis
XIV; the Rise of :I,'russia and Russia; the War of the Spanish
Succession; the War of the Austrian Succession; the French
Revolution and the Rcign of Napoleon I; the Congress of
Vienna; the March of the Revolution through Europe; the
unification of Italy and. Germany and the end of the Papal
States; The Balklln States and the dismemberment of Turkey:
social and political changes in England; colonial expansion of
European Powers, and its consequences; the Far East; general
state of Europe. 1918.
CIVICS
This course proceeds from a study of' local government and
institutions to those of the county, State and nation. The text-
book is largely supplemented by the teacher, by collateral reading
and reference work and by the discussion in the debating society
of questions of civic interest. Text: Garner's Government in
the United States [Ohio edition]. Second semester.
LATIN
LATIN I
Inflection of nouns, pronouns, adjectives and verbs, and the
principal ease Itlldi~~~e ).l5es of syntax are earefuUy studied.
Accurate memorY"'~~¥jl.nddai1Yi·drm,both oral and written,
are employed toseCIi'~~famUiarity with the Latin forms. A
working vocabulary of,at least 600 words, selected for the most
part with referen()etot~estlldent'!l.future reading, must be ac-
quired during the yelil"i.B,enp.ett's.or D«;l'wd's FiNt Year Latin
used. In the first~emesterapout thirty-five lessons are
taken, !lnd in the second sem~ster the book is completed.
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LATIN II
First semoster: Review ol inflectional fornr~, irreguhtrverb~,
syntax; Caesar's Gallio War I-III [two Books];isigh.t'r¢a:clill,g
BenneH's Now Latin Oomposition, Part I, EXjirCises'1to i5;
Bennett's Grammar, syntax involved in the Exercv$esi,tr'com-
position.
Seoond somostor: Caesar, Book~
Bennett's Composition, Exercises
syntax.
LATIN III
IV and V·{ '~ight:re'a~ing,
15 t9 27~and C<!1'l'e~pb1,l.dfrig
First semestor: Cicero's Orations again.,t O,atiline, I ~nd III;
selected passages memorized; ~ight reading. Composition.
Bcnnett, Part II, Exercises 1-15, syntax involved iii the Exercises.
Second semester: Cicero's On Old Age ~nd selected Letters,
Sallust's Catiline; select passages memorized; sightfeading.
CompollHion, Bennett, Part II, Exercises 16 to 80, and cor-
responding syntax.
LATIN IV
Firat semoater: Cicero, Pro Archia and Pro Lege Manilia;
Oration (lgainst Oatiline I V for rapid reading; memorization
of assigned passages. Composition, Bennett, Pll!rt III; topics
of synta'X involved in the Exercises.
Second um.ester: Vergil, Aeneid, Books I Il,ndII; pn)sody,
sca.nsion; sight re,ading. ComposItion, Bennett, ,Part III,
completed, and Supplementary Exercises in continued disc9~rse.
MATHEMATICS
ALGEBRA (Elementary]
Fir8t semester: Symbols, positive and' negat'i~en,inbers, funda-
mental definitions, equation problems, specia!pr6i!ucts, factors,
lactoring applied to equatlolls, highest eom,mon betor, lowest
common multiple. Wells alid Hairt's Fjrst Year Algebra,
chapters 1 to 10, pages 1 to 160.
Second somestor: Fractions simple and complex problems in-
vol ving Cructions. graphs, sImultaneous linea.r equa.tions, squa.re
root, cubc root, quadratic surds, qua.dratic equations, ra.tio,
proportion, general powers and roots, miscellaneous exercises.
Wells and Hart's First Year Algobra, Chapters 10 to 20, pages
160 to S~l.
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ALGEBRA II [Intermediate)
Review of positive and negative quantities, fundament"al opera-
tions, special products and factoring, fractions, simple equations,
the remainder theorem, graphical tepresentations, simultaneous
linear equations, square root, cube root, binomial theorem,
exponents, quadratic surds, qua.l1ratic equations including
theory, graphs and problems, radicals, simultaneous q~adratic
equations including graphs and problems, ratio, proportion,
variation, arithmetical and ge(}metrical series. Wells and
Bart's Second Oour8e in Algebra, chapters 1 to 15, and 17 and 18.
One semester.
ALGEBRA III [Advanced]
Review work; permutations and combinations; the binomial
theorem for positive integral exponents; logarithms, conver-
gency of series, undetermined coefficients, partial fractions
and inequalities. Graphs are made important throughout.
Wells and Hart's Second Oourse in Algebra, chapters 19 and iO.
One semester.
GEOMETRY I [Plane]
First semester: Rectilinear figures, triangles, quadrilaterals,
polygons, loci, theorews, original theorems, construction, similar
tria.ngles, concurrent lines of a triangle, theorems of inequality.
Text: Wentworth-Smith, Books 1, i, 8.
Second semester: Circles, metrical relations, constructions,
numerical computation, mensuration of polygons, comparison
of areas, constructions, regular' polygons, circles, inscription and
circumscription, measurement of the circle. Text: Wentworth-
Smith, Books 4 and 5.
GEOMETRY II [Solid]
The relations of planes llind lines in ~pace; properties and
mea:surement of prisms, pyramids, cylinders and cones; the
sphere and spherica,l triap.gle; original exercises including loci
problems; applications to the mensuration of surfaces and
solids. Text: Went'l'l'orth~Smith. One semester.
PLANE TRIGONOMETRY
Circular measurement of angles; proofs of formulas; solution
of trigonometric equations; theory and use of logarithms;
solution of right and oblique plane triangles, with practical
applications. Text: Wentworth. 'One semester.
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PlIYSICS
This course consists of
laboratory work covering, in a general
principles of Physics. Four periods a week are nl"'_"""·l~;,,, .•~"_
recitatiQp.s and one double period to lal}orat(}ry
of forty quantitative experiments
laboratory work which is intended
standard apparatus and to trnin himln th,e.D~ethqd.~6r.ilil~]d:~g.~l\.a i
recording simpler physical mea:sureIirenta.
chanics of solids, liquids and gases and.
Sound, light and electricity.
Text: Millikan and Gale's First Oourse in ,Ph~iJics lrevls,eu··
edition]. Laboratory manual: Millikan and Gale.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
A study of the physical features of the earth and their inflUence
on man: land, air and ocea~; physiography of the United StlJ,tes;
distribution of plants and animals; latitude and longitude; meteor-
ologicl\1 instruments; weather maps; relief, h1Chure and contour
maps. Fivc periods weekly, with laboratory work.
Text: Tarr's New Physical Geography. Laborat~FY' Manual;
Smith-Stahl-Sykes. Laboratory Eitercia8s inP!&sior/ri;iJp#ry,
PHYSIOLOGY
A course of lectures, recitationaandaemonstr~t16~s)6orf~erni~g
the organs of the human body and their f,.ctio!Is';theelell,lentary
phases of physiological chemistry; sanitittion;.diet and personal
hygiene. In the laboratory dissections . . made ofthe frog and
rabbit and experiments performedQ.n. ( ving organs and tissues
to show the characteristics of muscular ciieln. nerve irritability,
blood pressure, capillary circul.ation, etc. i. .... •
Lecturcs and recitllotions, four periods aweek: laboratory work,
two periods a week.
Text: Martin's Flllma'nBody'[:GjoleferCourSeJ,
ZOOLOGY
A course of lectures and recitfl,tions oombined with laboratory
work on the structure, habits, olassif.ic/Ltion and economic importance
of the various groups of the nn:imalki'ngclom. Cell division, cellular
differentiati6n, development of the embryo, adaptation to environ-
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ment, etc., are treated in a ge,nel'al way. Select types of the different
groups are identified and dissected in the laboratory. Lectures and
re,citatiomi, four periods a week; 'laboratory work, one double period
a week.
Text: Linville & Kelly; Textbook in General Zoology. Labora-
tory Manual: Meier, Animal Study.
RELIGION
FIRST YEAR: (a) Deharbe's Complete Oatechism of the Catholic
Religion [Schwartz, Kirwin and Fauss], Part II, On the Command-
ments. [Pp. 161-241. Sixty minutes weekly.]
(b) Church History, Deharbe. [To be found in the beginning of
the Complete Catechism.] From Adam to the Ascension of Christ.
[The Christian Doctrine period for two or three weeks can be' used
lor this history class.]
(c) Ecker's BibllJ .Lemms, Old Testament. [Thirty minutes
weekly.]
SECOND YEAR: (aYDeb.arbe, Part III, On the Means of Grace.
[Pp. 24!l-880. Sixty minuteS weekly.]
(b) Church History" Deharbe. l!'r6m the Ascension of Christ
to the Protestant Reformation: [Time arr'ILngement same as for
First High.]
(c) Ecker's Bible Lessons, New Testament. [Thirty minutes
weekly.]
THLRD YEAR: First"lIemester: (a) Deharbe, Faith and Creed.
[Pp. 70-1M. Ninety minutes weekly.]
(b) Church Histori;":j-)';harbe. From the Prot/lstant Reforma-
tion to the present day. [Tim~ arrangement same as for First High.]
Second semester: (a) Deharbe, Faith and Creed finis:hed. [Forty-
five minutes weekly.]
(b) Apologetics, Hill, The Catholic's Ready Answer [p,p. 7-119]
or Conway, The Question Box [pp. l-!lOO. Fort~'-five minutes
weekly.]
FOURTH YEAR: Apologetic~: Hill [po 119 to the end] or Con-
way [po !lOO to the end. Ninety minutes weekly both semesters.]
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DIPLOMAS OF GRADUATION,
Diplomas for the successful completion of the High
School course are awarded to the foiIo~g:
BaH, Thomas J. Kramer. RalphHi
Becker, Joseph E. Kilttkel, Paul C. .
Beckmeyer, William J. Lang, Francisi;L
Berding, Andrew H. 'McCarthy, PeterJ."
Betscher, Paul ,J. Mllinley, Jame~
Bieri, John W. Ma:tza, Louis
Bradley, William J. MohrhaUll, Robert J.
Burke, Ed'ward J. . Molony, Joseph T.
Carney. Paul V. Mussio, John K.
Eveslage, William A. Olinger, Robert 'M.
Feighery, Victor W. Otting, George W.
Fischer, Carl Peet, Harris J.
Fisher, Edward A. Rickling, Henry
Foley, William A. Romer, Charles A.
Fox, George A. Saffin, George A.
Frey, Martin J. Schneider, Milton F.
Gockel, William H. Schriever, Paul F.
Grote, Leo J. Schulte, Leo J.
Hack, Harry Schwind, Edward P.
Herricks, Edward T. Steinkamp. George A.
Hilvert, William T. Theissen. MarkA.
Holters, Ralph W. Thorburn, John A.
Kane, Lawrence A. Verkamp,Ric)la~d·J.
Kane, Tbomas J. Vonder Brin!s;,Leon/ttd
Kiley, Leo J. V01'lZuben, Ch~rlesP.
King, Joseph J. Weiskitt~I,:n.i(lI.HJ;~qJ.
Wuellner•. Ber!!:Mei ';~"0 .
CLASS H0NQRS
Honors and class st~dPl~.~re .dete~min~? by the
daily recitations and the q~~e't'ly t.~sts gfthe s,chool year.
A gold medal is awarded .fOr t)1e liighest average main-
tained throughout the year in the collective branches of
the class; {lonoralJle Mention is awarded to all who
attain the class honor standard of 90 per cent.; Distinc-
tion is accorded those who fail on no subject and reach a
general average of Soper cent.
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Gold medals are awarded to the following:
In the Fourth Year.B~I'nardWuellner,98, and John Mussio, 96.
The medals in this class wetedonated by Mr. Charles Hardig and
·Mr. John J. Carberry.
In the Third Year to .TohnJ.Gaynor, 96, and Gilbert McBeth,
97. The medals in this class were donated by Mrs. Adelaide Foss
and Rev. B. H. Roesner.
In the Second Year to Herman Elerzog, 97; Joseph Egan, 96;
James Frommeyer, 96. lTlie medals in this class were donated by
Mr. Peter O'Shaughnessy, :Mr. Joseph Debar, Mr. James Sebastiani.
In the First Year to Clarence J. Felix, 98; Cornelius Berning,
98; Thomas Stanton, 97'; Ricliard Kennedy, 95; Eugene Perrazo,
94; Paul Ratterman, 97'... 1'he medals in this class were donated by)
Mr. Fred Mackentepe, Mr. John Sullivan, Mrs. Frederick Bien,
MI'. Leo Van Lahr, Ron. Otway Cosgrave, Mr. George Budde.
HONORABLE MENTION
(100.90)
Fourth Year
Andrew Berding, 98; Victor Feighery, 97; John Thorburn, 96;
William Eveslage, 95; Ralph Kramer, 95; George Saffin, 95; Robert
Olinger, 93; Paul Kunkel, 9~; John Bieri, 92; Edward Rerricks,
91; Harris Peet, 91; Thomas Kane, 90; George Fox, 94; Leo
Kiley, 97; Richard Weiskittel, 94; Paul Schriever, 93; Louis
Mazza, 92; William Beckmeyer, 92; William Gockel, 91.
Third Year
Joseph H. Meyer, 96; Robert Rathman, 98; Edward Ditt-
man, 93; Lowell F. Baurichter, 91; William H. Hardebeck, 91;
James E. Hart, 90; Theodore Rolfes, 95; John MoUoy, 9!!; Philip
Kennedy, 90; Joseph Higgins, 90.
Second Year
Francis Jacobs, 91l; Paul Arbogast, 91l; Walter Grace, 94; Vin-
cent Feldman, 94; :Edward Argus, 94; Jacob Wiener, 94; Herbert
Barnhorn, 94; Joseph KeUer, 98; Theodore Goshen, 9!!; Albert
Mechley, 90; Albert Kippenbrock, llo; Frederick Lamping, 90;
Francis Arlinghaus,l)J)i . George Nunner, 94; John Fratz, 94;
William Hengehold, 931'liJugene Loftus, 93; Murray Paddack, 9!!;
Sylvester Schmid, 91; James Hurley, 91; Ralph FeigherYi 90;
William Savage, 98; Thdtnlts1\4annion, 9~; William Brockman. 90.
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First Yea't
Walter Ryan, 9~; Charles Ginocchio, 9~;~ohn Tll:)J.geman,90;'
Harry Niebuer, 00; Charles Ricklery, 00; Urhan Fisher:, '90; Robert
Clark, 00; Wilfred Cremering,90; Raymond Glassmeyer, 96;
Francis McCarthy, 9·!; Eugene Beckman, 94; Albert'Rohs, 98'
John Phelan, 02; Joseph Dauwe, 9il: George Easton, 91; ,
Schlanser, 90; Joseph Vehr, 94; He'nry. A~1S(I~nmore, 92;
Steinbecker, 90; Joseph Usher, 90; John Stenz,9il Joseph
94; Robert Runge, 93: Joseph Collins,9S,
DISTINCTION
(90-85)
Fourth Year
Thomas Ball, 87; Paul Betscher, 87; Leonard Von del' Brink,
87: I-Iarry Hack, 87; Richard Verkamp, 85; Martin Frey, 85;
Charles Romer, 85: Leo Schulte, 85; Peter McCarthy, 85; Joseph
Becker, 88; Miltol). Schneider, 89; Francis Lang, 89; Joseph
Molony, 89; Cbarles Von Zuben, 89: Edward Fisher, 88; Robert
Mohrhaus, 88: Carl Fischer, 87; Paul Carney,' 87; Henry Rick-
ling, 87; Mark Theissen, 87; Leo Grote, 85.
Third Year
David Dumbacher, 86: Joseph Meyer, 86; Frank Albers, 86:
George Vollman, 85; Urban Horstman, 85; Joseph Dell, 89; David
Ryan, 89.
Second Year
Paul Holtkamp, 89: Thomas Johnston, 89;' Thomas Heavern,
89; Willillm Schuessler, 87; James Nolan, 87; James Collins, 85;
Edgar Berning, 89: William Gerhardus, 89;;Elmer Wurzelbacher,
89; Anthony Stich, 86; George Reynolds,Sli;' James Glenn, 85;
William McCarthy, 89; AlfredHelIesreider}86;q.eorge Theim, 85.
First reM
Louis Thorburn, 80: George Niehaus, 81i:William ;Rentz, 85:
Paul Tangeman, 87; Bernard Janzsen, 87: William Kiefer, 87;
John Goldschmidt, 87: George Hof!J:nann. 87;Vic:tor Junius, 87;
Stephen McKenzie, 80; Vincent Siegel, M: Richard Schielder, 88;
Philbert I,uthsinger, 88; Gerald Schilder, 86; Arthur Eilerman, 87:
Gordon Neild, 85; George Deddens, 85; William Bien, 88; William
Bohman, 87; John Blom, $7; Norbert Nienaber, 85; George
Miller, 85; Bernard Koch, 87; John Gastright, 87; David Brink-
moeller, 87: Thomas Lynch, 86; Regis Berning, 86; George
Stearman, 86.
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ELOCUTION PRIZES
The Gold Medal in the Fourth Year is awarded to Leo J. Grote.
The medal was donatedpy Judge Bernard Fox.
The Gold Medal in the Third Year is awarded to Howard
Geerin.
The medal was donated by Mr. Edward Babbitt.
The Gold Medal in the Second Year is awarded to Joseph Egan.
. . .
The Gold Medal in the First Year is awarded to Walter Ryan.
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REGISTER OF·$rr~~ENTS
I-First Year; II....s~cond Yea..t;~nThird Year;
IV.....,10u~th~eaF?
Ader, Eugene E•................. 'J.Ii
Albers, Frank n
Albers, 'l:lf1l'l'll "IV
Allen, John M., Jr. . II
ArbolllUlt. Paul M. . II
Ar(Wl. lIldwlU'd ," H
ArllnllhaWl, Franals ' .. " '1
Ausdl'nmoore. Henry T. . , III
BlI,l\rlaer, J080ph C. . ,.·.·.··II
Babbitt, EdwlU'd G•....... ···.·· .. IV
Ball, Thomas II
Barnborn, Herbert. .. . r ;
Bauknecht. William III
Baurlchter. Lowell ·.··
IVBecker, Joseph '1
Beckman, Eugene B " .. ::: :IV
Bech!neyer, William , IV
Bording, Andrew Ii. . I
Berning, Cornelius C. . II
Berning, Edgar I
B~g, Francis R II
Be~ng, Joseph 'III
Bormng, Paul J. . ··'·1
Betscher, George L ' IV
Botscher, Paul J •.................. IV
Bien, Joseph J ::1
Bien. William J. . . . . . . . . . .. . IV
Bierll John ,.1BlallJj;, Nicholas J .. , , ,: I
Blom, John W " I
Blum, l'tobert J. .., I
Bohmann. William . . II
Bokenkotwr, Albert II
Boyle, Edward ·.··1
Boyle, Edward P ' III
Bradley, John ··II
Bredestege, John J•..... , ..• ' , '1
Bregel, Hichard 1
Brink, Edward H., Jr ; ····1
Brink, James , ·.1
Brinkmoelll?T. David H•............ In
Brockman, Ol!v~r J'. . II
Brockman, Wilham III
Broerlng:. Harry II
Brown, HaYmond II
Bmnck, Joseph ····II
Brunsman, Hobert 'IV
Bluke Edward J. . I
BuscWe, Gregory F. . II
BUSl!e, Norbert " "I
Butler, Charles II
Cahill, Goodwin J ".": :IV
Carney, Paul I
Champ, James A. . ····1
Chenal, William J · .. ·1
Clarke, Joseph J '1
Clark, Robert E. .. II
Collins, James M. . I
Collins, Josoph T ······1
Collins, Lawrenc" E I
COnley, Leslie H. , .
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06rbYi.t?*,nnJg M. . II
oorCOTlln;" John A., II
OorC1oran,ol'.oseph L 1
Oorcoran,,:'Ne)son I
0011rtneY,ONe!'tbn J.• ;., 180Y~," 'R:':: ::.;::::::::::: j1
Or 1
C red , I
o ',.. "G ; 11Da~y, ,'. 9 ,' ,. ~ , III:01\.DJ.ll),~QU,.~jlliam ; , 1
., 1
········.·· IU
eA 1
....... ' III
DepilllbrQcK, AlOysius III
Djehl, JO""PJi..............• , II
Dittman, Edwin W. . III
Doph, Fenton 1
Dobbins, Richard R. . 1
DOlan{ Bill Joseph 1
Dorse , Norbert .J II
Doud,Donald 111
Doud, William J I
Doyle, Bernard L., Jr 1
Du Brul. William E III
Dully, Francis X 1
Dulweber, John E• ................1
Dumhacher, David A , ,III
Duval, Harry A II
:Owyer, James D 1
Eagen, John M. . .. ' 1
Easton, George I
Egan, JosephJ II
Egbers, Edwartl W. . I
Egbers, Harold II
Eggera, George B 1
Elbsl Raymond C '" I
Eick,'Edward II
Eilerman Al'thur L. .. " I
Espinosa; Wllliam "I
Eveslage, William IV
Fangman, Alfred 1
Fangman. Paul I
Farrell. Charleg J IV
F'ath, Harry 11
Fedders, Gerard II
Feighery,:Ralph 1
Feighery, Victor W. . IV
Feldlnan, Vincent II
F,elb<. el).oo G ! ~
Felker,e A .
FeltIDa .ent 'iII
:F'ern, . E , •...............
Finl). Jc>hnn1ter ...... · ...... · .. ·Iv
Finn;lc>bll.William ················IV
Fischer, Garl "IV
Fisher, Edw!>rd .··················1
Fisher, ·Urbal:\:II· · .. ,···· ·· 1
Fisher, SellOur ;r ..
Flanagan, John J " .IV
Flanagan, Robert A III
Foley, James IV
Foley, William IV
Foss, Edward R •..................1
Fox George A•.................... IV
Fratz, John 11
Frey, Martin IV
Fries, Clement III
Frommeyer, James 11
Garttman, Lawrence H 11
Gastright, Joseph F , .. '" .1
GausepoW, Bernard I
Gaynor, John :: ..111
Geerin, How~d , ,' ..111.
Gerdes, FranCls J.. . . . . . . . . • . . .• J;. .
Gerding, FI;ancis ....•. ,.... . . :: :II '
Gerhardsteln, P!\ul ......•...... ..II
G~rhardus,Wilham 11
Gmocchio, Chaell's, Jr. . .........•...1
Glas'~rneyer,.Raymond H. •.... I
Glenn, James P 11Gockel, William R. .. :.: IV
GO<!Bling, Louis N ······1
Goldschmidt, John W ::::::1
Gorey, Louis C. I
Gorman, David R. P. ······1
Gos!>en, Theodore F :: : : : : : :11
GOSIgSr, Paul . I
Grace, Richard E : . : : : : : : : : I
Grace, Walter J. . II
Graybill, Harry C "II
grelfenkamp, Louls .. , : : : : : : : :I
Gr~ver, Edward C. . 1
G~og:n, Harry J. . I
Grafe n, La Roy J III
Grote' Leo , IV
Grete' Louls B. . I
Grue,{}Raymond A. . I
oh, Eimer G. . . .. . . . . Ig~::ing, James E. . ::::::::1
Hack l' Paul JI
HlIck'tt any . .. IV
He, Ge~rge E IH::f:lBn1j: hJust H. .. IR an,o lVH:~e~::~s~llamH : : : : : : II:r..
HlIrt' Th III
Ha;t~k, B:~·D.·: :: IV
R k J 1
Jlljc , er~meR. .. I
H:;;reInadh.reorge III
Ff,eilVl' T'hrl!!8 H. .. IHeid~' J1as L II
Hoatctkamer, EeL. .. I
H6J1' a' .,~ard A. '" 1
Heit:l':eld"r,. red II
'. 0., William II
'Ralph ' ...•............1
ward ••. " ~ lV.if···· 11
o .... I.i;A~r. ....•... . ..111
aSc~.: • •••.. . ..... • • . . . . .;.IJ;I
4l\~~.:::::::::::: ::',: ::hr
~a~.. : on~d ......•..•.•....lV,
,J : 1 '
Hogan n, ge I
, y .....••...•...!. ".1•.•11
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Halters, Ralph IV
Holtkamp, Paul II
Homan, Richard B. . , .. II
Horgan, Edward D I
Horstman, Urban III
Huber, Eugene J...............••.. I
Huiler, Max J 1
Hughes, Charles E., Jr. . IV
Hurley, James 11
HUSor, William F , ..•........ I
Imthl,ln, Edgar III
Irwin, Philip III
Jacobs, Francis II
.Tanszen, Bernard, Jr. . I
Johnson, Thomas E II
Junius, Victor I
K!lH,,-her, Joseph A. . .........•.... I
Kamph!lus, George C I
Kane, Thomas , tv
Kearns, LoUi. A I
Keefe, Edwin V. . III
Keller. Clydp 1
Keller, Joseph A II
Kelly, Joseph W 1
KeH~·, Walter C 1
Kenkel, William IlI
Kennedy. Charles L. . n
Kenned~', Maxwell 1
Kennedy, Phil III
Kennedy, Richard E 1
Keuper, Clifford C II
Kiefer, William E 1
Kilb, Hobert I
Kiley, Leo M IV
King, John J IV
Kipp, Benjamin W•...............•1
Kippenbrock, Albert II
Klonne, Maynard L. . I
KooHman, Lawrenee IV
Kock, Bernard H. . I
Kohnen, Ralph II
Kramer, August IlI
Kramer, Clarence B r
Kramer, Ralph IV
Kunk"l. Paul C. . IV
Lumbert, Joseph r
Lammer•• Herbert III
Lampe, {.ouls III
Lamping, Frederick II
Lang, Francis IV
Lemmel, Gurdon F.....•........... 1
L~ Roy! Eugene II
Ltnd, Victor ILinneman, Edward W. . . . . . .. . 1
Loftus, Eugene J. . II
Luthringer, Philibert Jo, I
Lynch, Eugene J II
Lynch, Jame. T., Jr r
M:c"&eth, Gilbert :::::::::::: III
McBreen. Robert J...... IMcCarren, John ,. . . r
McCarthy, Francis X .. : : . • . . . . . . . .. I
MoCarth P t J . . . . . . . . .. .M a thY' ;.!'if IVM~C:;th~:wuu:: F: II
McCormaek Thomas .: , r
Mel)aniel, Gilbert R. . II
MoDormott, Leslie .. :: I
MCDermott, WIlliam A II
McHale, Russell : .. : .. : .. : .. : : : ..f
McHugh, Charleg,F•............... III
McKenna, John ..................•.. Ill:
McKenzie, StephEln M•........ , ..•.r'
McManus, Lawrence ...........•....II
Madden, Richard II
Malone, Timoth}' ;L•.•.....•••..•.•1
Manion, Thomas .....•.......••...11
Manley, James .•.............. ,., .IV
Marchal, Francis ...........•. 'i . •..II
Martin, Carroll •........ ·..•.......1
Martin, Joseph C 1
~aYhal1, P~ul A. . ; I
azza, LOUIS IV
Mechley, Albert II
Mersch, Joseph .1
Meyer, Joseph ..........•..•. . .Ill:
Meyers, Joseph a:. . ..In
Miller, Anthony J " :1 .
Miller, Edward ................•.... II
Miller, Edward I
MilIE>r, George E. '" I .
Millif,an, Bernard A. . .......• " 1
Moel er, EldE>n II .'
Moeller, Victor .............•. " IV.
Mohrhaus, Robert IV
Molloy, John C , 111
MoUoy, Joseph ...............•....11'
Molony, J·oseph ; .. IV
Moore, James H•......... , Ill:
Morgan, John J. . _ 1
Mulvihill, Charlea II
Murphy, Thomas J II
Murphy, James III
Murray, John A...................•Ill
Mussio, John ................•...•. IV
Mussio Thomas J II
Nead, ~tordonE•..................1
Nead, Robert , III
Nieberding, Herman H , 1
Niebuer, Harry H 1
Niehaus, George A •... ,: 1
Nienaber, Norbert I
~olan, James E II
ordloh, LEto ,III
Nunner, George J •................. II
Oberg/elI, William F. . ...........•. I
O'Brien, James W 1
O'Brien, Martin J I
O'Connell, Edward II
O'Keefe, John M•................. II
Olinger, Robert ................•.. IV
Oppenheimer, George II
Otting, Walter G. . IV
Overberg, Clarence F , I
Paddack, George M. . ' II
Peet, Harri" IV
Perazza, Eugene I
Perck, Edward III
Phelan, Edward J 11
Phelan, John E..........•.........1
Piening, Ralph II
Podesta, Joseph II
Pohlman, Ambrose H. . I
Rabel.Ferd H. . I
RanstiJ<, William H. . I
Ranz, Joseph I
Rattermann, Paul J•...............1
Rattigan, John III
Reardon, Edward 1
Reardon, John 1
Reekers, Frank .........•..........1
Reiq, ThomasR I
Ren,tz, BillbE•.. , . " , I
Reyn,oIl!S,eorge II
RiclimondLJoasph J II
RickIing, v1larles B 1
Ricldlng, lIenry IV
;Rieo:lmatter, Edy,oard I
Roche, Alfreq ;E. .. I
l'loc~~, E1rar~B. . I
Roe ,IJ% oySlUS I
RogersAfo~~ph F. . I
Robs, b~tG•.......... , r
Ro!l~, Hemy F. . II
RoI~es, liJdward J.. , III
Rolfes, Th"odore ..•................. III
Romer, Che,rle, IV
Romer, Ebner II I
Runged!'ollert 1'1 I
R)1$!l,VI' arran, . .. IV
Rt\SileII,Wi.l)ill.m E II
R ,J,1:obert A. .. III
R :t:.911is IV
R t3~~:.::::::::::::::: :::hI
...................1
................... IV
, II
L 1
Sc!!i)<le.r,P. .. I
Schild"r, ,',' J... I
8c1l1l\Iq, ylvester N. II
Schmidt, Marcellus I
Schmltz,~IQert .•................. III
Schfieiqer.Milton IV
Schnorl>u.~,He~i\'G.....•.........1
Schonhoft,Joseph A.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I
Schriever, Paul IV
Schuessler, Leo II
SChulte, Frank J. . I
Schulte, Leo IV
SchUltze, Joseph H. . I
Schultz, Stephen A I
Schwegmann, Joseph I
SchWind, :Edward : IV
Seelbach, Charles W. . III
Seep, Joseph , ., '" .. , II
Shannon, Dani") IV
Shannon, Joe I
Shoenberger, .Mbert II
Sieber, George III
Siedling, Rerbert J. . III
Siegll1, Joseph II
Siegel, Vincent J. .. I
Siever, Earl J III
Skelton, Charles II
Soete, Charles J. . I
Sprengard, Norbert III
Staab, Linus ..............•....... I
Stacey, Ralph 1
Staley, JO!lllph III
Stanton. ThOlna~ M••....•.........1
Stegmn, Joseph , .III
SteIllb)lIcker,OI\l'I R. . ........•....I
Steinkamll,J!lug"ne III
StBlnklJ,ffip.q.orge A•....•.....•... IV
Stenz' Jo1'n, 1
Sterman,aE>orge " .....•......... I
StiCh, An~honY IIStirnkorb.J~oroe .•............... III
Su!Iivan,:,4rthur II
Sl.!lllvan,,po~ald II
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Sullivan, Wllliam J 1
Sweeny, Andrew E•............. ,·,.1
Tangeman, John B , .. 1
Tehan, Joseph Do, r
Theissen, Mark A. . IV
Thesing, PauL. . II
Thiem, George J n
Thoman, Paul R. . r .
Thorburn, John .... , , ". "IV
'I'horburn, r~ouis B•. ' , , , , ...1
Usher, JOseph. , ,'; ,I
Vehr, Joseph n.. . , ,., .. I
Verknmp, Richard .. , , , , , .. ·.IV
Vollman, George R., Jro, Ill
Vollman, Robert .. ,.,." ,., II
Von der Erinl" J~e(/l)ard ,,,; .IV
Vonderwlsche,I,ows ." .. / .. ; ;, .:"·i; II
Von ZUben, Chlules" .., .. , ,;'. , .. ,.ilY
Wshoff, Qscar " .• '" ,);ll
Wainright, Th01llllS , .'. ,. .:, .. ;HI
Walsh, Charles '.' ,,' , .... ; .... ,,':1I
Walsh, Joh)).,T. ", ',,0.""" • .., •• ,,11
Walsh. Thoma. a " ,.,,,i;T
Walsh, ,rohp, yictor .. , ..
Walter, Leo \J"ohn , II
Wandstrat, Frank Eo, ..........•.. ,I
Weiskittel, Richard ..•... ' " ; IV
Walgo, Harold .. , ,., II
Welp, .Joseph E. .., , " 1
W~nstrup, Urban ".,.,., II
Warnka,Anthony ,. . III
WeRs, Charlas A ,.... . , .. ' III
Wess, .George H. . , I
Westerkamp, Alexander ", I
Whito, EdwiJ:l . . . . . . . .. ., ' I
Wiener, Jacob ..... , .. , , ,.', II
Wilberdlng,Carl L. ..,'. " , I
Wilger,.HarryJ " 1
wolff,. Edward: .. ,"" , .. , 1
,.W9rat, Joseph J. " , , .. 1
Wo"tman, Robert M , " ., .. I
Wuelltier, Bernard , '; .IV
Wurzelbacher,. Eitner ' II
ZeclI, Charles M. ..." , , .. I
Zirkelbach, Sylvester G , " , .. II
Zimmermann, Lawrence E •. ..... , I
Zofkle, John E. . , I
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS BY CLASSES
Allen. gentz/C.
Ausdenrnoor!r.1'Ienty
Bauknec,ht" wUllam
Beckman, Eugene
Benz Louis J.
BarnIng, 00rnallus
Berning, Francis
Betsclier~George L.
Bien, WIlliam J.
Blank, Nicholas
Blom, John W.
Blum. ROPcI1; J.
Bohmann, William
Boyle, Edward P.
Bregcl. Rlehard
Brink, Edward H.
Brink, James
Brlnkmoeller, David
Buschle. Gregory
Butler, Charlos
Cahill. Goodwin
Champ, James A.
Chenal, William J.
Clark. Robert E.
Clarke, Joseph J.
CoUlns. Joseph T.
Collins, Lawrence E.
Corcoran, Joseph L.
Corcoran, Nebon
Courtney, John O.
CraU, Richard
Cremering, Wilford
Curran, James H.
Dammarell, William
Dauwe, Joseph
Deddens, George A.
Dobb, Fenton
Dobbins, Richard
Dolan. Bill J.
Doud, William J.
Doyle, Bernard L.
Duffy. Franci. X.
Dulweber, John E.
Eagen, John M.
Easton, George
Egt,ers, Edward W.
Eggers. Bernard G.
E1bel. Raymond C.
Eilerman, Arthur
Espinosa, WiUiam
Fangman. Alfred
Fangman. Paul
Felix. Clarence
Felker Arthur G.
Fern, Oeorge E.
Finn, John W.
Fisher, Senour J.
Fisher, Urban
Foss, Edward H.
Gastright, Joseph F.
GaUJlepohl, Bernard
Gerdes, Francis
Ginocehio, Charles
Glassmeyer, Ra~'n1ond
F.irs} Year
GOeljlb%,I,.oul,sN.
GoldsclillJ.idt"Joh:n
GormalhDavld'
Gorey, LOuis C.
Gosiger. Paul
Gottn1er, Edward J.
Grace, Richard )D.
Grelfenkamp, Louis
orevor, Edward C:.
Qrogan,'H;"rry,
orote, toais 1:1.
Grote, ~aymon(l "-.
Gruellloh, EI\Iler
Gueth)in, ,Edward" F.
G~II!g, J!!\IIe~;E.
, IlMkett, G 'E..,'
Hamm~llnJ:r.'"
Hauck,:~
Hauck, Jeron1,e,.
He!,-lo)\,'Chade$'H.
HElldacher, Neil L.
Heidbrnp, Ed'\lla~d
Heringer. Chll,tles
Herlngpillts, Ralph
HUll WilliamG.
Hottapp, UrbanJ.
Holfman, George
Horgan, Edward D.
Huber, Eugene J.
Huber. Max J.
HUBer, William F.
Janszen, Bern"ard
Junius. Victor
Kallaher, Joseph A.
Kamphaus, Georg~ G.
Kearus, Louis "-.
Keller, K!yde
Kelly, Walter C.
Kelly, Joseph W.
Kennedy, Maxwell
Kennedy, Richard
Kiefor, William E. ,
Kilb, Ro bert
Kipp, Bernatd H.
KlIngman, W'alter
Klonne, Maynard I,.
Kock, Bernard H.
:K:Tamer, Clarence
Lambert, Joseph
Lemmel, Gurdon F.
Und, Fraucis V.
Linneman, Edward W.
Luthringer, P. J.
Lynch, Thomag J.
McBreen, Robert J.
McC"rren, John
McCarthy, Francia
McCarthy, WiJliamF.
McDaniels, Gilbert
McDermott,'.William
McHale. RuSsell
McKenzie, St';Phen
Maher, John
Malone, Thom!lS M.
Malone, Timothy
Martin, Cl1.rroll
Martin/Joseph C.
Mayhan, Paul A.
Menke, Frank J.
Mersch, Joseph
Miller, Anthony
"Miller, Clinton
Maler, Edward
Miller, George E.
Milligan, Bernard
Morgan, John J.
Neild, Gordon E.
Nieb~ding,Herman
,'NleJlIfer, Harry H.
Niehaus, George A.
Nienaber, Norbert J.
O'Brien, Jam"ll W.
O'Btien, Martin
Obergfel~William F.
Overberg, Clarence
J:'erazzo, Eugene
Phelan, John E.
,fohlman, Ambrose
Rabe, Ferdinand U.
~Il.naick,William II.
~a)1z, Joseph
:Ratterm"nn,J:'aul
:Reardon, Edward
~e,,,rdon, J()lm
~ecker., Frank
Reid, Thomas R.
Rent:1,l, Billy E.
Rlekllng, Charles P.
Riedmatter, Edward
RObinsonj Willl"mRoche, A [red E.
ROChe, Edward B.
Roeding, Aloyaius
Roger,! JQsepb F.
Rohs, .l\lbert G.
Romer, Elmer H.
Runge, Robert H.
Ruwe, George B.
Ryan, WlIlter A.
Sanker, Francia J.
Schilder,. Gerald
Schilder, Richard
Schlanser, Joseph L.
schllchte, W,alter
Schmidt, Marcellus
Schnorbus, Henry
Schonhoft. Joseph A.
schulte, Frank J.
Schultz, Stephen
ScH\.1ltze, Joseph H.
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Siegel, vIncent
S~ete, Charles J.
Sta,,!), Linus
Staooy, Ralph
Stanton, Thomas M.
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Stieby, Sylvester
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Sullivan, William J.
Sweeny, Andrew E.
Tangeman, John
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Arbogast, Paul M.
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Babbitt, Edward G.
Barnhorn, Herbsrt
Bernin!!:, Edgar
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Bokenkotter, AibB,rt
Boyle, Edward '
Bredestege, JOhn J.
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Brunck, Joseph
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('o!li1lll, James
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Corcoran, John A.
Cottinghsm, JO'hn
Coyne, Jolin,
Grone, Edward G.
Diehl, Joaeph
Dorsel, NorbB,rt,
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Davis, Elmer
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Dittman, Edwin
DoUd, Donald
ThorbUrn, Lo"is B.
Usher, Joseph
Yom, Joseph H.
Walsh, Thom",q R.
Wandstrat,Eldwllrd F.
Welp, Joseph E.
Wess, GeO'rg~ H.
W""terkllmp, AlexllJ;lder
White, Edwin'
{$eoond Year
GraBe, Walter
GraYbill, lIari"
G Pa!lj
H Tl!9m.BS,L,
H er;,Alfred
Henlleho d,Williain
:Herzog, Herman
Hogan, Fra",cis
:E:!.9Itkamp, hul
nurley, James
Jacobs, Francis
Johnson, ThoIIlllS E,
Keller, Joseph A.
Kennedy, Charles L.
Keuper Clifford
Kippenbrock, Albert
Kohnen, Ralph
Lamping...Frederick
Le Roy, l!iugene
Loftus, Eugene J.
Lynch, Eugene J.
McCarthy, William
McCormack, Thomas
McDermott, Leslie
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